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IN COMMITTEE.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment, and
report adopted.

SUPREME COURT CRIMINAL SITTLNGS
BILL.

Received from the Legislative As-
sembly, and, on the motion of the
COLONIAL SECRETARY, read a first time.

At 6-30 the PRESIDENT left the Chair.

At 8-50, Chair resumed.

SUPPLY BILL (.t85O,C0O).
ALL STAGES.

Received from the Legislative As-
sembly, and read a first time.

The Standing Orders having been sus-
pended, the Bill passed through the
remaining stages without debate.

ADJOURNMENT.
On the motion of the COLONIAL

SECRETARY, resolved that the House at
its rising do adjourn until ATesday, 8th
August.

The House adjoun-ned at 8655 p.m.
until Tuesday, 8th August.

ysinsIatibe t ssemb IuI,
Thursday, 27th July. 18.99.

Persal Explanftion-Apompriadion Message: Test-

g--r u~plySappy BilSXMODO; .ll stages,

Bill, scond reading-Papers (telegrams) reete~
-Sornl Land. Improveent Bill,ste 1

rai,
resmaed and onciuded-Criminal Appealj Bill,
first reding-Adjoaunent.

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER took the
Chair at 4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon.

R. W. Pennefatber) :Sir. I wish to make

a personal explanation with regard to an
observation that fell from me last night,
in the debate on the question of the Mid-
land Railway and the appointment of a

jit committee. I was rather astonished
this morning, in reading a report in the
Pres s, to see a statement which it appears

I ldmake, but which I never intended
to make, for I certainly never intended to
charge any hon. member in another place
with being actuated by any improper
motives. As the report of what I said
has appeared in the Press, it is only myv
duty to take this first opportuniity o f
withdrawing the statement, and express-
ing my regret for having inadvertently
made it. With your permission, sir, I
wish to withdraw any such observation,
if it has been made in this House.

SEVERAL MEMBERS: Hear, hear.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGE - TEMPO-
RARY SUPPLY.

A Message from the Governor having
been previously received,

THE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir John
Forrest) moved; -

That the House do now resolve itself into a
Commnittee of Supply, and also of Ways and
Means, for the purpose of considering His Ex-
cellency the Governor's Message No. 8, recom-
mending a Bill intituled "An Act to apply
out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund and
from moneys to credit of the General Loan
Fund the sum of eight hundred and fifty
thousand pounds to the service of the year
ending 30th June, 1900," and that the Stand-
ing Orders be suspended so as to admit of the
reporting and adopting of resolutions there-
from on the same day on which they shall
have passed these committees, and also the

1passing of the Bill through all its stages in
one day.
In moving this motion, I have to inform
hion, members that it is necessary we
should have some supply in order to carry
on the public services. It happens each
year, as the year comes round, that we
have to ask this House for temporary sup-
ply in order to carry on the business of the
country. I should like to inform hon.
members, although I have no doubt they
are aware of it, that the rule applicable to
temporary supply is that no new works
are to be undertaken; that the public
services are merely to be carried on as
nearly as possible on the basis of the
expenditure in the preceding year; and
that all Salaries are to be based on the
rate of payment as in the preceding year.
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In the event of any officer obtaining, at a
later date, an increase of Salary, by vote
of this House, that increase is not to be
drawn until the House has approved of
it, and he is to continue to draw the
same rate of Salary as in the preceding
year. In regard to public works also, the
works in hand are to he carried on, but
no new works are to be undertaken, except
in some very small matters. I beg to
move the motion for going into Comnmitte
of Supply.

MR. LEAKE (Albany): I do not rise
to object to the motion; but I should I
like, before the House passes it, to have
some announcement as to when the
Premier proposes to bring dlown his
financial measures.

THE PREMIER: I propose to bring
down the financial measures as SOon
as they can he got ready, and I do
not suppose the time will be very long
now, Seeing that we have got rid of the
financial business of the old year, the
accounts of which have been published,
and that we are hard at work on the
Estimates for the present year. Though
I do not anticipate it will be long, it must
be some weeks yet.

Mx. LEAKS: I am not referring to the
Estimates, but to railway and other
financial measures, and also to the Elec-
toral Bill.

TaxE PREMIER: The Electoral Bill:
has nothing to do with the finances, but
I can say that very shortly, probably
next week, that Bill will be laid on the
table.

Question put and passed.
Standing Orders suspendeduacordingly.

IN COMNIMITTEE OF SUPPLY.

Tifx PREMIER moved:
That there be granted to Her Majesty, on

account of the services of the year 1899-1900'a sum not exceeding £500,000 ont of the Con-
solidated Revenue Fund, and £350,000 from
moneys to the credit of General Loan
Fund.

Put and passed.
Resolution reported to the House, and

report adopted.

WAYS AND MEANS.

The PREMIER moved to the same
effect as in the previous stage.

Put and passed.
Resolution reported to the House, and

report adopted.

SUPPLY (REVENUE AND LOANS) BILL,
£850,000.

Introduced by the Fa-xMiER, in ac-
cordance with the foregoing resolutions,
and read a first time.

Bill passed through remaining stages,
without debate or amendment, and trans-
mitted to Whe Legislative Council.

SUPREME COURT CRIMINA-L SITTINGS
BILL.

Read a third time, on the motion of the
ATTORNEY GENERAL, and transmitted to
the Legislative Council.

DIIEND DUTY BILL.
SECOND READING-DEBATE RESUMED.

Debate on motion by the PREMIE.R, for
second reading, resumed from July 19th.

MR. LEAKE (Albany): When this
Bill was mentioned in the Governor's
Speech, lion, members were tinder the
impression that its application was to be
much more restricted than now appears.
From remarks made by hon. members,
both in The House and outside, we were
led to assume that the Bill would be
directed against the dividends of only a
certain section or class of companies,
more especially the large gold-mining
companies. In that respect hon. memt-
hers were, I believe, agreed that it would
be a, fair tax to impose. Now, however,
we find that every incorporated company
is liable to the tax, which is really a sort
of limited income tax, as we shall see
when we come to look into the clauses,
and not, as it appeared to be, merely a
Bill to tax dividends. it has been
pointed out in the Press that the appli-
cation of this tax will press unfairly
upon certain trading corporations. For
the purpose of facilitating trade, busi-
nesses which hithierto have been carried
on under the unlimited liability System
as ordinary trading firms, have been
turned into limited liability cornpanies;
and these companies, without having had
any peculiar advantages conferred on
them over those of their fellow-traders,
are now singled out for this tax. I need
only mention one or two instances which
will appeal to hon. members. The firm
of Connor, Dohierty, and Durak, Limited,
happen to have incorporated themselves,
and their profits, by virtue of this Bill,
w.ill be taxed :whereas the profits of
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the firm of Forrest, Emanuel, and Co.,
who carry on a precisely similar business,
but are not incorporated, will not come
within the operation of thle measure. The
first-mentioned firm will be liable under
the Bill to have their books examined, and
be subject to all sorts of scrutiny, and it
may be inconvenience, whilst the other
firm goes free. Any umber of similar
instances might be supplied. I can
hardly think this was in the mind of the
Governument when the Bill was drafted;
but, at any rate, it is right for us to
consider what I maly call the inequality
in the pressure of this tax before we
assent to it. The most objectionable
portion of the Dill is that which imposes
a tax on life insurance companies.

MR. MONGER: Oh, no.
THE PREmiER: I am not going to

press that.
MR. TEAE: The nmenmber for York

will be glad-to hear that the Premier is
not going to press that.

ME. MONGER: I am very sorry.
MR. LEAXE: When you consider it

Mill be a tax on prudence and thrift, a
tax on widows and orphans, whom we

g enerally desire to protect, I am glad the
Government do not intend to press the

Bil in that direction. I do not intend to
oppose the second reading of the Bill,
because the principle is all right; but I
do object to taxing certain classes of the
community, and particularly do 1 wishi to
see the country get some advantage out of
the huge production of gold in the
country. It has been pointed out that
the Imperial Government obtain more
advantage from our gold mines than we
do Ourselves, because the Imperial Gov-
ernment tax the dividends in the shape
of an income tax when it comes to be
paid in the old country; whereas we,
who really own the gold in the first
instance, get nothing out of it except the
small rental for lease of ground, and of
course the general advantages of trade
which accrue from the development of the
mining industry; so that without any
effort on the part of the imperial
authorities, they benefit quite as much as
do the Government of this colony from
the gold produced here.

Bill. MORGANS :They only charge 7d.
in the pound in England.

Mn. LEAXE: We do not charge
even 7d.

Ma. MoRGoas: Not now. They are
going to charge Is. in the pound.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, Making up
for lost time.

MEt. LEAXE: There is a great deal
that should be looked into before we pass
all these clauses in Committee, for the
Bill presses not only on life insurance
and on fire insurance companies, but
presses also on banking institutions.

MRt. MONGER: NO, no.
MR. LEAKE; Take, for instance, the

local institution, the Western Australian
Bank, as compared with other banks
doing business in this colony. The
Western Australian Bank. does all its
business within the colony, and will have
to pay a tax on its dividends ;whereas
very likely the other banks, which derive
a considerable amount of profit from the
business transacted in this colony, will
not pay in the same proportian on their
dividends. I am not advocating that we
should allow the banks to go scot-free,
but let us treat them all equally. In the
case of the other banks, they carry on
business in the different colonies, and it
may happen that, while making big profits
in this colony, they are incurring losses
on their business in other colonies, so
that, although making profits here, those

jprofits will not be sufficient to pay a
Idividend on the whole business done ini
a year; therefore, the profits made iii this
colony will not be taxed, because this Bill
will tax only the dividends paid. I am
throwing that out as an instance of the
unfair pressure of the Bill, and these
matters will have to be looked into when
the Hill is ini Committee. I admit there
will be a great difficulty in knocking this
Bill into shape, and really I. ask the
Premnier if he will consider thie advisable-
ness of withdrawing the Bill in its present
shape, and introducing it in another form.

MR. MONGER: No, no.
MR. LEAKE: If the necessary amend-

inents can be made in Committee, well
miad good; but it seems to me there will
be a difficulty, and it is hardly for this
House, in Committee, to undertake the
duties of Parliamentary draftsmanship,
and do what can be done with greater

*speed and efficacy elsewhere. I do not

suppose any member is opposed to the
second reading of the Dill, but we should
consider all these matters in Committee,
and they are likely to give rise to a lively.

Second reading.[ASSEMBLY.]
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if not, a prolonged, debate. The more we
narrow the issues the better. There will
be a good deal of strong feeling on some
of these clauses.

MR. ULLINOWOEH (Central Mur-
obison): In announcing the intention of
the Government to establish some system
of taxation on dividends, there has been
a general feeling of pleasure; but the
expectation was that those large mining
companies on which we have expended so
much money by way of railway communi-
cation and other matters, including con-
stant oversight and watchfulness, con-
stant protection by the police force, and
so on, now that they are in a position to
pay dividends Ought to pay something
towards the general upkeep of the coun-
try, more than they do at present. But
looking at the Bill, a, number of minor
matters in it will require careful consider-
ation, and it is a question whether this
Bill can be put into shape in Comn-
mittee.

THE PREMIER: What shape?
MR. ILiLINGWORTR:. In the shape

in which it ought to pass this Rouse.
There are ma.ny points which I think the
Government would desire to alter when
pointed out. As the Government do not
intend to press the tax on life insurance
companies, f need not labour that part of
the Bill. But take, for instance, Clause
2. which contains a proposal I1 should
like to call the Premierfs attention to,
for it says:

"Dividend" means and includes every sum
of money intended to be paid or credited to or
distributed among any members of or in any
company, except in a winding-up, or on a
reduction of capital, whether the same is de-
rived from income or from capital, and whether
iti is celled by the name of dividend, bonus,
profits, interest, or any other name.
Any company that chooses to reduce its
share capital can go on reducing that
capital instead of paying dividends, and
that is something which ought to be
guarded against, for such a company can
aetflally pay dividends by way of reducing
its capital.

Tup Pnw_-un: That refers to winding
uip, I think.

Ma. ILINGWORTH:- It says, 'wind-
ing-up of a company or a company
choosing to reduce its capital. Take
the case of a mining company with a.
capital of C750,000, such as the London-
derry Company. It may choose to act

on the limitations here, and can pay back
the whole of its capital without paying a
dividend, for the dividend may take the
form of a reduction of capital as each
payment is made. I am not at all adverse
to the Bill, hut let us make it as perfect
as we can; and, although I may be wrong,
I think there is nothing to prevent a com-
pany, instead of declaring a dividend, to
declare that it will reduce its capital by
five shillings or ten shillings a month in
lien of paying dividends. It is the same
thing to the holder of shares, precisely.

Tnx PnEMIER: NO, no.
Mn. ILLINGWORTH: The holder

receives one pound by way of reduction
of capital, and what is the diff erence to
him whether that payment is called a
reduction of capital or a, payment of
dividendP According to this Bill we can
tax that company only if its payment to
shareholders is called a dividend. This
is worth, the consideration of the Attorney
General, at any rate. Sub-section (b.) of
Clause 4 relates to banking institutions,
and I want to call attention or to empha-
sise what the member for Albany has just
said with reference to these institutions.
According to Clause S a dividend is made
on the assets of the bank, and one asset
of a bank consists in gold and coin in
haud. If a banking institution receives
from the public here £400,000, and lends
out againi £100,000, it may lend the
other £300,000 in the different colonies
where it is doing business. One bank
doing business here may receive from
the public £400,000, and lend out
£110,000; another bank may take from
the public £e360,000, and lend out
£2300,000; and the tax proposed by
this Bill would be on the institution
which lends most in this colony.

Tin PREMIER: No, no: that is in
comparison 'with the total assets of the
bank elsewhere.

MR. ILLING WORTH: No; the divi-
dend is to be on the assets of the
company.

TuE PREMIER: As compared with the
total assets.

Mn. ILLLNGUWORTH: No. Bank-
ing institutions, such as the Western
Australian Bank, might take in £500,000
from the public, and lend out £400,000
or perhaps £600,000.

THE Pnnxinc: The local institution
pays on the actual dividend declared.

Dividend Duty Bill. [27 JFVLY, 1899.]
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MR. ITING WORTH: Then take
two foreign banks doing business in this
colony, and say one of them receives
£400,000 from the general public of this
colony, and lends out to the public here
only £110,000, and yet that bank is
called on to pay upon its assets, and con-
sequently a portion of its assets are not
lent to the public here, and it will par
only on the £110,000 actually lent here.
The money that other people owe to
the bank is an asset.

Tan PREMIER:- No; that is the dif-
ference due to them. It is not an asset
for this purpose. Read Clause 7, and
you will see.

Mn. TIjLINGWORTH: It is an asset
for the purpose of this Bill.

THE PREMIER.- I do not think you
have read the Bill.

MR. ILLINGWORTH:- I have read
the Bill; and I was about to suggest
that perhaps the Premier had not read it.
The Premier will not let ine finish the
point I want to make, and by his inter-
ruptions hie confuses himself and mec too.
I must enunciate miy point again. An
institution takes in from this country
£400,000 and tends out £110,000;i so
the mnoney on which it pakys aL dividend
is the £X110,000. Another institution in
the sme street takes in from the general
public £360,000 and lends out £2300,000,
and it pays a dividend on the £300,000.
Thierefore, the bank which is doing the
greatest good for the country, b y lending
its money in this country and not in
another colony, is called upon to pay a
dividend tax upon the very money it is
using in this colony for the benefit of this
colony. This is die point to which I wishi
t call attention.

'Vii. MouoAuqs: The nature of the
assets is defined in Clause 7.

MR. ILITNG WORTH: I an' aware
of that, and that point undoubtedlyv re-
quires attention. T am not speaking
adversely to the Bill, nor adversely to the
Government, but I ami trying to explain
some little defects, so that they may he
remedied or removed in Comdmittee.

MR. Monot-Na: You have made a very
good point about the assets.

AIR. ILLINGWORTH:. And another
point the Government should consider is
the whole question of dealing with life
insurance companies. I understand the
Government intend to let this provision

go; but we may as well know what is in-
volved in the proposal with regard to
such companies. The insurance coin-
panies are for the most part mutual
orgauzisations. Their figures are fixed on
an actna rial base, and the members pay
certain sums of money which will produce
certain results, according to calculations
based ou the average of human life. If
you take froin those members their divi-
dends, they have no means Of recouping
themselves. Such companies have en-
tered into contracts with their share-
holders or policy-holders at given rates,

*and those given rates cannot be increased;
*consequently, by this proposal, you would

ptthem in a very, unsatisfactory posi-

to.Of course, on the passing of this
Bill they may raise the rates, if they
choose to do so;i but it has been every-
-where admitted that it is a mistake to tax
thrift. Even the British Government
exclude life insurance policies from their
taxation, and in all other Australian
colonies where the same question has
been raised, the insurance companies have,
I think, been exempted from this tax.

THE PREMIER: Not in Queensland.
MR. ILiLINGWORTH: Thme right

hou. gentleman always ge~ts to Queens-
land-even on time federal question; but
the point is that the whole of this Bill is
u onstructed on the idea that every coin-

*pany shall be brought within its purview.
But can we in coammittee re-cast this Bill
so as to exclude the life insurance corn-

Ipanies, and at the same time adjust the
difficulty with regard to the banks, and
mnake the necessary alteration in reference
to private and incorporated comipanies?
One mnember has called attention to the
fact that the Don MarchW company, being

*limited, will have to pay a dividend tax,
while E. C. Shenton and company will
not. 1I suppose the returns are miuch
the same from each business; and it is

i for the Government to consider, this
being their Bill, whether it is advisable
to go forward with the measure now,- or
whether thev should accept the suggestion
of the mem~ber for Albany (Mr. T&Aeke)
and withdr-aw the Bill for the present and
re-east it entirely, leaving out this objec-
tionable feature regarding insurance corn-
panies, at all events, and also omitting the
other defects to wrhich attention has been
drawn. I have no objection to extending
the tax equitablyv to companies and insti-

Secand reading.CASSEXBLY ]
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tutions other than mining companies,
although I think that proposal is at the
present stage a mistake. Them, may,
however, he other reasons particulat '
known to the Premier, as Treasurer of
the country, for which it may be desirable
to tax other than gold-maining- companies;
but the insurance companies should cer-
tainly be exempted. There should also be
some other airrangement for dealing with
the. banks than by' taxing their assets;
for, as I pointed out, in doing that we are
really taxing most heavily the bank which
helps us most. There must be some other
means by which we can reach these insti-
tutions and make them pay their proper
quota of this tax without pressing harshly
upon those very institutions that are doing
us the most good. It is for the Govern-
mnent themselves to settle the question a"
to whether they will go forward and put
this Bill into shape in Committee, or
whether they will withdraw the Bill,
and re-cast it, and introduce it again. If
they decide to go forward, I shall certainly
vote for the second reading, as I am ini
favour of putting a tax on the dividends
of gold-mining and possibly of some
other compaini.es.

MR. MORGANS (Ooolgardie) : With
regard to this important Bill, I rejoice
with the leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Leake), that the Government do not
propose to carry out their original in-
tention of taxing thle premiums of
insurance companies, an entirely wrong
principle; but I should like to remind
lion. members that the Government, in
mnaking this proposal, are only following
the example of some of the oth~er colonies.
It is undoubtedly at bad example, and for
that reason I am glad the Government
have abandoned that part of the Bill.
This tax on premiums exists in Queens-
land and also in Victoria, and I under-
stand that even in Victoria it is 14, per
cent., that is a half per cent, more than the
Bill proposes to charge in this colony.
But such companies have a compensating
advantage in Victoria, inasmuch as the
Government there relieve insurance com-
panies of the stamp duty, which make a
difference of from one-half to one per cent.;
therefore the tax on dividends in Victoria,
as far as I have been able to understand,
amounts to about the sme rate, 1 per
cent., as this Bill proposes to charge here.
I simply mention this to show that, after

all, the proposal made by the Government
cannot be considered unreasonable, in
view of the fact that we have the example
-1 am prepared to admit, the bad
examnple-of other colonies to follow.

MR. ILLIRGWORTH: You must re-
member they have an income tax.

MR. MORGANS: That is quite
another point. The policy of taxing pre-
miunis-and this is the point I desire to
make-is one that has been accepted in
the other colonies; but undoubtedly the
principle is bad, and I am glad the Gov-
eminent have abandoned that part of the
Bill. There was a remark made by the
nimember for Albany (Mr. Leake) with

Iregard to dividends paid by private com-
Spanies; and the hion. member inferred,
though perhaps he did not intend to
convey that impression to the House, that

hthuht it a fair thing to tax the
dvdnsof mining companies and not

those of private capitalists. It seems to
me that the only logical couclusion which

I can be drawn from the proposals of the
1 Govei-net is that, if it is a right thing

Ito tax one company which is making a
profit, it is a right thing to tax every
other company in the samne position. The

*Government propose to tax the profits,
and I should like to know why a mining
company should be singled out to pay
this tax while other companies which are

*not mining companies can go free. It
seenms to me an inequitable suggestion,
and, therefore, I think that the principle
of taxing all companies that make profits
is the proper principle. There is, how-
ever, one strong objection to the results
which will follow the initroduction of this

FBill, that certatin people who are trading
and who are not incorporated traders will
escape the incidence of this tax. We
have hail an instance given where certain
people in the soft-goods business, who
have incorporated their business for con-

*venience in carrying it on, will have to
pay a tax on their profits, whereas their
near neighbour, who has not incorporated
his business, will not have to pay any-
thing. That is not equitable, and I think
there is sufficient ability in this House to
find some means, when the Bill goes into
Committee, of getting at those other
traders also; and if there is some practi-
cable method of doing that, I think it
should be dlone. I am sure every lion.
member will admit that it is an unfair
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principle to tax the profits of one section of
the commnunity, and not to tax those of
other sections. With regard to the tax.
levied by the Imperial authorities in
Great Britain upon dividends, it is quite
true that there is such a tax, amounting
to what I thought was 7d. in the pound,
hat which the member for York (Mr.
Monger) assures nie is 8d. That being
so, I think if the British Government
have a right to tax the dividends. paid by
the gold-mining companies of Western
Australia, surely this Government has a
right to do so also; and I should be glad
if the Rouse decides to tax these divi-
dends. With regard to banks, it seemed
to me that there was much force in what
the member for Central Murehison (Mr.
llingworth) said. I think we will create
difficulties if the tax be levied as proposed
in the Bill. It is not clear to my mind
how this provision with regard to the
assets of such institutions would be in-
terpreted; but it seems to ine it would
be a, very simple matter to ask the banks,
as well as the mining companies, to make
returns of their profits to the Govern-
ment, and to let them pay 5 per cent, on
their net profits, the same as mining
companies. I do not see any difficulty
in any bank making out a return, show-
mng the amount of profit earned in this
colony, altogether apart from profits made
in other colonies.

MR. VosiPxn: Such a Wa would cer-
tainly be more uniform and more easily
collected.

Mr. ILLINQWORTH : Tax them on their
actual profits.

Ma. MORGANS: On their actual
profits made in this colony. Then you
would be putting the banks on exactly
the same footing as mining and other
companies, who would also be paying 5
per (cent. on their profits. It is an easy
matter for any financial institution in
this colony to show the profit on its
transactions during any -given year. It
is only a question of book-keeping; and
if it can be done in a mercantile house,
or with the systenm of book-keeping in
vogue on a. mine, it is quite easy for a
bank to do it also; therefore I would
respectfully suggest to the Government
that they should re-model the clause
dealing with the banks, and put those
institutions on the same footing as
mining companies: let themt pay .5 per

cent, on their profits. There was another
point raised by the member for Central
Murchison which was to my mind a very
strong point: the question of the right
which any company has to reduce its
capital. No doubt the hon. member is
perfectly correct in stating that any
company in this colony can, if it chooses,
reduce the amount of its capital, and thus
escape paying the tax, And there was
one other point which I think was over-
looked by the hon. member, namely, the
accumulation by companies of reserve
funds. [Mn. VospEnu: Hear, hear.3
It would be an easy matter for the direc-
tors of a, mining company, or a mercani-
tile company making a. profit of £60,000
a, year, to decide to put £25,000 to a re-
serve in order, as they could say, to meet
a bad year in the future; and the result
would be to show a profit, not of £50,000
but of £25,000, which would be the total
amount taxable.

A MEMBEn: Not necessarily; all that
could be taxed.

Mn. MORGANS: Not necessarily:
but, on the other hand, the reservation
need not become known, and the reserve
fund might go on increasing for -all time.
A striking example of this is shown in
some of the large water companies in
London, who are actually paying to their
shareholders profits out of interest on in-
vested reserve funds, which are really the
accumulation of a second capital on which
a dividend is paid. Under the circum-
stances, any tax the Government could
collect woul be on interest returnable
from invested reserve funds.

Mn. Vospan: The Bill only refers to
profits distributed.

MR. MQRGANS: Quite so; and the
Government would do well to consider
the points; I have raised. U it beadmitted
that the principle of dividend taxation is
a proper one, it is only right that the
principle should be abpplied equally, and
in such a way that no one will be able to
escape by such roads as have been indi-
cated by the member for Central Murchi-
son (Mr. Illingworth) and myself. Some
means will have to be found to prevent
companies escaping the payment of the
tax on dividends by resorting to the
reduction of capital or to the accumula-
tion of reserve funds.

MR. Vosnm;: It should be an easy
mnatteri to prevent that.

Secand reading.(ASSEMBLY.)
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MR. MORGANS: But it is desirable
thbese points should be brought under the
notice of hon. members before the Bill is
passed. There may .be certain cases
where mining companies are on a more
favourable basis than mercantile or in-
dustrial companies; but, so far as the
interests of the colony are concerned, the
mercantile community are not so advan-
tageous as mining comipanlies, because a
trading company does not really invest
capital in the country further than that
which it invests in merchandise, and
when that merchandise is sold the com-
pany gets its money back.

MR. MORAN : All the more reason to
tax trading companies.

Mx. MORiGANS: Precisely; and that
is my point. It has bien suggested that
mining companies occupy a more favour-
able position than other companies.

MR. MORAN : Not at all.
MR. MORGANS: But the suggestion

has been made; and I wish to assure the
House there are mercantile corporations
in a more favourable position, so far as
the accumulation of profit is concerned,
than are mining companies. These are
matters to be considered; and having
called attention to then,, I am glad to
believe, as one largely interested in
mining in this colony, that a dividend tax
will be received favourably by the mining
community. I do not think there are
any mining companies of influence or
importance on the goldfields who will
raise any' objection to the proposed tax of
five per cent., and I can onl 'y hope that
gentlemen interested in other branches
of commerce and industry may adopt a
similar attitude. If it were proposed to
impose a tax on the results of the work-
ing of any particular enterprise, we.
should all strongtv object; but so long as
an enterprise pays profits, I see no reason
whyv the Government should not take a
small share of those profits in the fonm
of a five per cent, tax. It does not matter
how the profit comes, or from what
source, it is perfectly legitimate for the
Governmnent to ask for five per cent. ; and
when hon. members come to consider the
merits of the Bill, I am. certain they will
not attempt to interpose any objection to
the imposition of this tax on other enter-

prssbesides that of gold-ining.
MR. VOSPER (Nrh- East Cool-

gardie): After the remarks addressed to

*the House by hon. members already, it is
becoming more and more evident that
something in the nature of a re-casting
of the Bill is required. I take it that all
hon. members fully agree with the prin-
ciple of the Bill, and that the onl *
question is as to the best means of carry-
ing the principle out. I have been par-
ticularly struck by the objections raised
by hon. members to the Bill, and I
observed that each member seemed to
raise some fresh point. I have risen for
the purpose of showing one of the con-
sequences which may arise under the cir-
cumnstances referred to by the member for
Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans), a consequence

*not yet laid before the House. That bon.
member pointed out how it would be

Ipossible for a company' to put a certain
sum aside year after Year to at reserve
fund, instead of payin'g it away in divi-
dlends. That is quite possible under the
Bill, because the interpretation clause
says :

"Dividend " means and includes every sun
of nmoney intended to be paid or credited to or
distributed among any members of or in amy
company, except in a winding up.

iUnder this clause, there is a process open
to any company making large profits,
and, consequently, with a proportionate
temptation to evade the tax. Suppose
the profit of a company is £100,000 in
the course of the year, and that the
directors distribute £25,000 amongst the

1shareholders, putting the other £275,000
to reserve. The same thing could be
done the following Year, and so on for

ifive years in succession, and at the end of
that time the company could be wound
up and reconstructed, while under the
Bill the whole of the accumulated funds
could be divided amongst. the share-
holders free of taxation.

MR. IttINowoaRT: And a fresh start
made.

MR. VOSPER: And a fresh start
Made.

MR. MORGANS: That has been done.
MR. VOSPER: Exactly. It might be

said that shareholders would not care to
wait that length of time for their divi-
dends, but against that there is the prob-

Iability that if it were known the com-
pany were putting aside a large sumnIevery year, then, in proportion as the
reserve fund grew-always with the uin-
derstanding of a redistribution at the end
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of five years -so proportionately would
the shares rise in value, and this'increase
in value would be proportionate compen-
sation to the shareholders for having to
wait. It will be seen that here is open a
vast channel for evading the law, and we
bave the assurance of the member for
Coolgardie (Mr. Morgaus) that such a
course has been adopted before, and of
course it ntty be adopted again. Like
other bon. members, I congratulate the
Treasurer on the introduction of the
measure, because I think the House is
fully with him in his desire to tax this
form of income. We are all agreed that
dividends paid in the colony and taken
out of the colony should be taxed in some
form or another; and all we are concerned
about is that the Bill shall be made a
thoroughly effective instrument for the
purpose.

MR. ILLINGWOtTH: And an equitable
instrument.

MR. VOSPER: And an equitable
istrument, as the member for Central

Murchison says. But it wust be apparent
that if the Bill allows such large loop-
holes as those to which attention has been
drawn, it will be a completely useless
encumbrance on the statute book.

MR. MoEGANs: Except ats against
mnng companies.

Mn. VOSPER:. Except as against
mining companies, I do not want to
see any auomualies or differences made
between mining coimpanies and other
concerns comning within the scope of the
Bill. I strenuously urge on the Pren-ier
to take the points raised into contsidera-
tion, and, with a view to carrying out his
intention, to seriously have regard to the

sugetion made by the member for
Albany (MIr. Leke) as towhether the

Bill mi ght not adantageoulv be re-cast.
'MR. SOLOMON (South Preinantle):

It is not may intention to oppose the
second reading of this Bill, be-cause wiith
other inenihers r feel it is necessar y there
should he tax on dividends, miore particu-
larly in connection with the gold-mining
community, to which it was origina~v
understood1 the Bill would apply.

Mn.. MeoAoNs: Why the gold-ining
community only ?

MR. MORAN:- Everybody lives on the
gold.

1Ax. SOLOMON:- It was pretty w~ell
understood last session that a, tax would

be put on the wealth taken out of the
country by mining companies, wealth for
which the colony receives nothing in
returnx; at any rate, that was the impres-
sion as to what was going to be done.
The Bill has created a great deal of
dissatisfaction in the comnnercial comn-
munity, not so much because it imposes
taxation, as because of the inequality of
the tax. Under the Bill it would be
possible for two firms to be doing an
equal amount of business, and for one
to be taxed while the other went free;
and in that respect the Bill is unfair.
The member for Coolgardie (Mr.
Morgans) stated that all companies,
whether trading, commercial, or mining,
should be taxed; but I should like' to
point out that the risks attending a
commercial firm are far greater than those
attending anly mining company.

Mn, MoRANS: You try mnining, and
you will alter your opinion.

MR. SOLOMON: It is only intended
to tax those mining companies which are
flourishinig and paying large dividends, or
dividends up to a. certain standard. In

Isuch companies, there is certainty of
a return for many years to come; but a
commercial concern may be able to
declare a dividend one year and the next
rear have to make a call on the share-
holders.

Ma. MouAN : The same thing takes
I place in mining companies.

MR. SOLOMON:- But it takes place
to a. greater degree in commercial con-
cerns; and if there be a tax on
dividends or on profits, it should be
equally imposed, and every business firm,
whether incorporated or otherwise, should
be called upon to pay it. The fint of D).

1and J. Fowler is incorporated, and
that of Wood, Son and Comayi
not incorporated, aud, wile they ec
do an equal amount of business, one
will be taxed and the other will go free.

IOne point, not yet touched on, is raised
by Clauses 14 and 19. Clause 14 reads:

Every person acting as trustee, agent, re-
ceiver, guardian, or committee, or otherwise
in a, fiduciary capacity, who receives in that
capacity dividends on which a duty is imposed
lby this Act, shall be personally liable to paty
sueh duty, and may, out of the moneys so
coming into his hands, retain so much from

itime to tine as shall amount to the duty so
paid, and is hereby indemnified against all
persons in respect of muchi payment.

8econd reading.LISSEMBLY.)
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Then Clause 19 reads:
Every person who, as trustee of property

held in crust for the separate use of any
married woman, or as trustee, receiver,
guardian, or commit-tee for any person of
unsound mind or under legal disability,
receives in Western Australia any dividend
on behalf of such married woman, or
other person, whether such married woman,
or other person resides in Western Aus-
trais or not, shall be liable to pay the
duties imposed by this Act in like manner
and to the same amount as the married
woman would be liable if she were a ferns sole,
or if the property were not held for her
separate use, and as such other persons would
be liable if not under disability.
We know there is already a statute,
the Deceased Persons Duty Act and
consequently the widow and orphan as
well as an insurance company would
often suiffer, and be doubly taxed. I
would ask the Premier to consider that
those persons would be taxed again, when
there is already an Act dealing with them.

THE PREwIER: How will they be taxed
again.

MR. SOLOMON:- They are taxed
already under the legacy law.

MR. MORAN: That is a different prin-
ciple altogether.

MR. SOLOMON: In conclusion, I
agree with the principle of the Binl,
although I hiope that, before it leaves the
committee stage, the tax will be fairly
distributed among all classes.

MR. KINGSMILL (Pilbarra):- Every
member of the House, and most persons
outside, who are interested in this ques-
tion, have looked oa this dividend tax as
an alternative to a gold export tax, and
have expected that the Bill, when it did
appear, would pt a duty on the divi-
dends of gold-iminig companies. The
hon. member who has just pointed out
some objections to the Bill, did not give
his reasons why persons other than gold-
mnining companies. should not be taxed.
But I will endeavour to give reasons. In
this colony many of the assets are in the
form of soil, of sand, of timber, of
mineral wealth, and various other forms;
and among the people who are engaged
in developing these industries, some of
them destroy the source of their wealth as
they acquire it.

MR. MORCGANS: That does not affect
the point at issue.

MR. KrNisHIsLl: For example, com-
panies other than those engaged in gold-

mmiig have in some instances put more
into the country than they took out of it.
The agricultuist, if he conducts his
business properly and is a creful farmer,
does not inj lire the land from which hie
makes his wealth, but is careful to put
back that which will make the' soil repro-
ducetive. Therefore we may look on the
soil of a colony, whether yielding produce
in agricultural or pastoral pursuits, as an
infinite asset; but there are some assets
that arc finite. For instance, the mineral
wealth of a country is finite, and those
persons who are engaged in removing the
mineral wealth from a country are remov-
ing that which cannot be replaced, and
the country is actually made poorer by
their industry.

MRs. MORGAS: SO it is with a man
who sends his goods to Victoria.

MR. KING SM~ILL: Although some
hon. members may not agree with me, I
think there is a, little justice on my side
when I urge that those people who are
engaged in making profits out of the
finite assets of this colony, such as those
who take away the mineral wealth and
the timber, ought to be taxed because
they are taking out of the colony some-
thing they make no effort to replace. I
admit that, in the case of timber com-
panies, we cannot expect in the present
state of affairs to reap much revenue from
them; but I hope the time may come
when we shiall be able to get more
revenue from that source, and it will be
as well to put the Bill into such a form
that those companies may k-now what is
coming and may prepare accordingly. We
all know that the soil by natural pro-
cesses renews itself, and 1 admit that
when a man. removes a deposit of precious
ore, nature may perhaps, in the course of
millions of years, replace that deposit;
but that is too slow a process for us
to wait for. I hope I have made my rea-
sous clear for thinking that this dividend
duty should be chargeable only on those
companies which are making profits out
of the finite assets of the colony.

MaI. MORGAS .Ns Who are they P
MR. KINGSMTLL: At present they

are only those companies engaged in
mining. I am quite at one with those
several members who have spoken about
the inequality of a dividend tax as pro-
posed in the Bill; and I cannot see how
the inequality is to be got over, unless we

f27 JULY, 1899.]Dividend Duty Bill:
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transform the Bill into a tax on gold-
mining dividends, or into an income tax.
I agree with my friend, the member for
Coolgardie (Mr. Mogas), that there is
probably sufficient ability in this House
to transform the Bill when we are con-
sidering it ini committee, and I shall be
pleased if his expectation in that direction
be realised. In the hope that the Bill
may be so amended in committee that it
will prove acceptable to this House and
to the general public, I beg to announce
my intention of supporting the second
reading.

MR. QUINLANT (Toodyay) :With
members who have already spoken, I
welcome a measure for imposing a tax on
dividends; but I would have preferred to
see a differential rate in respect to mining
companies and other limited companies,
instead of the provisions in the Eil. It
has been often and truly said there is a
marked difference in the good dlone in the
circulation of money by firms established
here, where their dividends and profits
are earned, whereas mining companies, as
is pretty well known, send away vast
sums from this colony every month, and
therefore the very assets of those com-
panies are being diminished daily. I
realise the good wvhich English capital
has done in the development of our mines
in this colony; and if those people who
derive the benefit from dividends were
residing here, I would not suggest any
such proposal as a differential rate.

MR. MoRAN: There are 600 men emn-
ployed in one mine.

MR. QUINLAN: It is true we get
some benefit from the expenditure of
money in clothing, or food, or other re-
quirements of persons employed in gold-
mining, and the circulation in wages in
any industry is b)eneficial to the country.
But that is not so with other companies
settled and established here, and whose
shareholders reside in the colony and own
the industries they carry on. So far as
private firms axe concerned, I am sorry
that it is difficult to make distinction
between such a company as that of
Sandover and Co., who are not limited,
and will be exempt under this Bill;
whereas a company such as Connor,
Doherty, and Durak, or other limited
companies doing business in the colony,
will have to pay dividends under the
termis of the Bill

* MR. Mono.&xs: The question of limited
liability has no thing to do with it.

MR. QUINL~AN: It has all to do with
*it. The object generally of forming a
limited company is to protect the shaxe-
holders against any Liability other than

*that which is represented by the nominal
amount of each share in the company;
and that is perhaps some argument for
exempting those who are not formed into
a limited liability company, but are liable
for the total amount which the firm may
owe at any time, and that is the only
thing to be said in favour of a private
firm or private company. It seems that
a limited company, such as that of Symon,
Limited, will have to pay on the dividend
declared; whereas Sandover and Company
can go free. So far as banks are con-
cerned, I think it is only right they
should pay some proportion of the profits
derived from doing business in this
colony; but with respect to fire insurance
companies, the proposed tax wvould be
unjust, because it is to be levied on the
whole of the premiums received, whereas
that is not so provided in the case of
other companies which are engaged in
trade. I understand the custom in other
parts of Australia is to tax upon the
premiums; but I am informed, and be-
lieve it is true, that where such companies
are bound to pay a tax on premiums,
they are exempt from the stamp duty.
So far as I am able to judge in the case
of fire companies, although they will feel
the hardship, they cannot so readily comi-
plain if we exempt them from the stamp
duty, which amounts to a considerable
item in the year; and if that exemption
be made, I believe the dividend tax will
be fairly satisfactory to fire insurance
companies. They ha~ve to pay at present
four-ninuths of the cost for the upkeep of
our very expensive fiire brigade in Perth,
and so expensive is it that the City Coun-
cil have already paid ahout £1,500 as
their proportion since the passing of
the Fire Brigades Act last session;
so that hon. members will realise there is
some justice in fire companies being
exempted from the stamp duty. One
other fear I have in respect to fire in-
surance companies is that this 'dividend
duty may drive capital away to some
extent, particularly in the case of marine
risks; for it is not likely that persons are
going to pay higher here than they need
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to pay elsewhere for these risks, and to
impose a ditty on them will have a bad
effect, so far as marine risks are con-
cerned, and by driving capital away, that
will limit tle conmpetition, and in all prob-
ability raise the rates of insurance. I
offer this suggestion for the consideration
of hon. members when the Bill goes into
committee; and it will be better still if
the Government can see their way to ac-
cept the suggestion of the member for
Central Murch~ison (Mr. Illingworth),
and have the measure re-cast entirely.
Altogether I think that, with the excep-
tion of the proposal so far as mining
companies are concerned, the Bill is not
ats fair and as just as it might he.

Mn. MITCIIELLj (Murchison); I am
pleased to see that, spealking generally,
hon. members are in favour of this Bill.
I do not intend to oppose it; but I can-
not see why one company should pay
taxes and. another go free if both com-
panies pay dividends. Regarding the
taxation of mining companies, there is
some force in what has been said by the
member for Pilibarra. (Mr. Kingsmnill),
because every ounce of gold you take out
of a mine leaves so much less to be taken
away in future, whereas, when the agri-
culturist is using the land, all the
cultivation it receives and all the manure
put into it increase its value. In reply
to the miember for Coolgardie (Mr.
Morgans) in regard to companies put-
ting by capital every year, I think that
difficulty can be got over very easily by
making companies declare what amount
of reserve capital they are putting by,
and by making them pay a tax on such
capital. Regarding the exemption of
banks and insurance companies, it will
come to the same thing. If we make
the banks pay a dividend duty, they as a
matter of course will charge an increased
interest on overdrafts;i and if an insur-
ance company has to pay higher taxes,
it will only charge higher premiums,
and the policyholders and the people
generally will have to pay the tax in the
long-rim.

MR. ILLINGWOETH: The proposal
might stop overdrafts.

MR. MITCHELL: You are very lucky
if you can get an overdraft. I am sorry
to say I have not been able to obtain one.

Mx. ILLINGWORTE:. You are the hap-
piest man of the lot.

MR. MITCHELL:. When we go into
committee, I think it will be desirable
to introduce a clause providing that no
companyv shall be bound to pay a divi-
dend tax unless they show a. profit
exceeding 5 per cent. on the invested
capital. I think that matter has been
overlooked. Every man who invests
money has a right to at least 5 per cent.
interest.

MR. ILLINGWOnTH: Do you refer to
the nominal capital?

Mn. MITCHELL: No; not at all; I
am speaking of the invested capital as
the proper basis.

Mn. ILIINOWOETH: HOW Would YOU
find out the amount of itP

Mn. MITCHELL: And, after all,
those ining companies which are re-
ceiving such immense dividends ought
not to begrudge helping the colony to a.
little miore revenue for the benefit of
people who are getting scarcely anything
from the public estate. I intend to
suppor-t the second reading in the hope
that we shall be able to k-nock the Bill
into shape when it gets into committee.

Mn. HIGHAM (Fremantle):- Though
I rise to support this Bill, I earnestly
hope that in committee some radical
changes will be made. I am not going
to waste very much sympathy over the
mining companies, or even over financial
institutions or insurance companies. I
think, with the possible exception of life
insurance companies, they can all dis-
tribute the taxation so that it will have
to be paid by the. general public. Pos-
sibly the life insurance companies doing
a large amount of business on fixed
premiumsk will have to bear this tax them-
selves so far as their present business is
concerned; but they will be able to raise
their premium rates in the future.
Regarding general trading companies.
however, I think that a very great
hardship will be inflicted on businesses
owned by incorporated companies as con-
trasted with similar businesses in the
hands of private firms. Those concerns
which are incorporated will have to bear
the proposed taxation, while the others
will not;- moreover, the accounts of limited
companies will be open to public inspec-
tion, whereas those of other concerns will,
of course, be strictly private; and I cer-
tainly think that in regard to ordinary
trading companies the Bill should be
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amended. I am sure that public trading
companies and even private firms are not
unwilling to bear their fair share of tan-
lion. They are all willing to be fairly
and equitably taxed to aid in the carry-
ing on of the country's work, but limited
companies will certainly object to being
taxed while private firms doing the same
or a larger amount of business go free.
It is unnecessary to say mome at the
moment, but I hope that when we come to
the committee stage these anomalies will
be withdrawn from the Bill.

MRt. WILSON (Canning) :I do not
like this Bill at all. It is evidently the
outcome of the Government's desire, an
a very just desire too, I think, to derive
some benefit from those gold mines which
are reaping handsome profits from the
public estate; sand the reason I call it a
just desire is because such wines hold
one of the most valuable assets of the
public estate at a merely nominal rental
-XI1 per acre per annum-and are not
liable to any municipal taxation. They
sometimes derive enormous profits,
amnounting to hundreds of thousands of
pounds per acre, from the public prop-
erty.

Ma. MORAN: In nine cases out of ten
they get nothing.

Mn. WILSON: Then they will not lie
taxed under this Bill. If a mining com-
pany is deriving enormous profits from
the public estate I do not think
it will object to paying a tax on those
profits.

MR. MORAN: That is right; nobody
would object to that.

INR. WILSON: As compensation for
the small rental which they pay the State
for their land, and for the fact that they
pay no royalty- in respect of the minerals
they win from the ground.

MRt. MoanF ; Mining companies pay
the highest rents in the colony-il1 an
acre.

MR. WILSON: I think my argument
cannot be controverted. It is just that
the colony should get some return from
those mines which are reaping an en-
ormous profit from the public estate,
for which they pay a very small rental
indeed. But I am sorry to think that
the Government have not had the courage
of their convictions in this matter, and
that they have not brought in a Bill
dealing directly with gold mines. Why

should they go round about the bush to
drnag in all sorts of commercial industries
and firms, insurance companies, and
banks, when their sole aim is, I believe,
to get a return from the mines.

MR. MORAN: Let it be fair all round.
Nobody ever heard of taxing one class
of institution and letting others go
free.

MRt. WILSON: If we tax the incomes
of limited liability companies, why should
we not tax the incomes of private firms
also? [SEVERAL MEMBES: Hear,hear.]
And I go further still and ay: if the
finances of the colony are in such a state
that it is necessary to raise more revenue,
then tax all alike. Let us be just and
equitable in our legislation; and if we
are going to tax limited liability
companies and private firms also, let
u~s go further and tax individuals; go
right down to bedrock and tax the in-
comes. To my mind this Bill is simply
playing with legislation; it is calculated

Ito bring discredit on us as legislators,
Iand will not be favourably received by
the country. Even so far as it applies to
gold. mines it is unjust, because we have
in oe instance a Syndicate of men, who
are registered and duly incorporated, who
may have a small mine which pays them
dividends, and they are taxed; and we
may have another syndicate, who may
also be earning money, and who, because
they are not incorporated, will pay no tax

Iwhatever. Many of us have belonged to
such partnerships before.

MR. MORAN: To our sorrow.
MR. WILSON: Sometimes to our

sorrow, but occasionally we make a profit;
and there is no reason why we should
make a profit and get off scot-free from
this taxation. That, as everyone must
admit, is inequitable; and therefore I
say that the Bill a drawn is bad, and I
think the Government would do wvell to
adopt the advice of the member for
Albany (Mr. Leake) and withdraw the
Bill, have it re-cast, and introduce it
again. It is unnecessary to labour this
question, but there is a very objectionable
clause, Clause 15, to which very strong
exception ca be taken, whereby the
Colonial Treasurer is empowered to autho-
nise any person to go into a company's
office and to examine the minute books,
day-books and ledgers for the purpose of
ascertaining whether the balance-sheets
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are correct. I think that would raise
much bad feeling.

THE PREMIER: Similar inquiries have
to be made in every country which
imposes an income tax.

MR. WILSON: Again I hope the
Government will withdraw this Bill. I
am pleased to know they have already
intimated their intention to exclude life
insurance companies from its operation,
because, as the member for Central
Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) pointed out,
the earnings of such companies are the
proceeds of thrift; and they have fixed
premiums, they have issued these policies,
they cannot inicrease their premiums, and
therefore the tax will mean a loss in
respect to the bonuses which will accrue
to the policy-holders. I think the
Government arm to he congratulated on
that point; but I hope they will with -
draw this Bill, and will come down with
another which will deal with the gold-
mining companies only; or that they will
bring in an Inconme Tax Bill for the
reason I pointed out, which will deal with
everyone in the community.

Mn. MONGER (York): I have much
pleasure in supporting the second reading
of this Bill, though there are po-tions of
it to which I muay take exception; anid in
dealing with its first provision, I was
sorryv to hear from the Premier this
afternoon that it is his inutention to strike
out the clause referring to life insurance
companies. I think these are institutions
which are well able to pay the tax this
Bill would impose on them. I should
like to point out to hon. members who
have had any Little tansactions with suceh
companies, that it is the practice of these
concerns to give to their canvassers
practically the whole of the first premium
obtained, when the canvasser has secured
a proposal; and if the policy-holder
paysa premiums half-yearly, the can-
vasser gets the bulk if not the whole
of the first premium, and the hulk if not.
the whole of the second premiwni. I say
that companies doing business of this
kind, and which can afford to give such
big commissions in order to push their
business, are able to pay to the Govern-ment a small tax of one per cent.
on the gross profits made by them
in the country where they are operating.
Nothing gives me greater pleasure than
to say that fire and marine insurance

Icompanies should give a trifle of their
profits towards the government of any
country in which they are operating.
This evening, when conversing with the
manager of one of the largest fire and
marine insurance companies operating in
Westerni Australia, I was somewhat sur-
prised to l earn that the amount of money
to the payment of which these companies
now take exception is something under
X900. I was informed on the most re-

i ibeauthority that the total average
premiums received by the fire and marine
insurance companies operating in West-
ern Australia amount to £287,000, and if
iuder these conditions objection is raised
to the payment of a sum of £870 to the
Government, my ad-vice to the companies
is to reduce the commission they pay to
those who introduce business. Fire and
marine insurance companies are in the
habit of paying 15 per cent. commission
to any persons who introduce business,
and, that being so, their gross income
must be over £100,000, seeing that the
net income, according to the statement
of the gentleman to whom I have referred,
is £57,000 a year. Why should these
companies not reduce their canvassers'
coli ission, instead of raising obstacles
and calling meetings, at which it is stated
that the Government are hard on the

Icompanies, seeing that the latter assist to
support the fire brigade and do other
thingsP So far as these companies are
concerned, I regard the Bill as proposing
a splendid and beautiful tax. As to the
banks, this is the first time that we, in
recent dlays, have had an opportunity of
making these institutions, whose head-
quarters are in other parts of the world,
contribute to a slight extent to die
revenue of the colony.

Ma. ILLTNGwO 5TH: Let them pay onl
the profits.

Ms. MONGER: I am not going to
refer to our local bank, which we lh ad-

Imire, and which is the only institution
here that, in addition to publishing its
balafice-sheet, publishes a profit and toss
account of its operations in Western
Australia. The banks carrying on busi-Iness in this colony are the The Union,
The National, The Commercial, The
Bank of New South Wales, and last, and
I should almost say least, the Bank of
Australasia. These institutions publish
statements of their operations in Western
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Australia, but they publish no statement
of their profit and loss account as regard
their operations with the people of the
colony. When the Bill is before the
House, is a fitting opportunity for point-
ing out tile position of two of those large
magnates--those large financial institu-
tutions which are supposed to rule, even
to-day, the destinies of Australasia. T
speak of the Bank of Australasia and of
the Union Bank of Australia, Limited,
and I shall refer solely to their operations
in the colony. The Bank of Australasia
is in the happy and sound financial posi-
tion that its liabilities to-day, according
to thle statement published in the Gov-
enent Gazette on thle 21st July, are
£553,000 in Western Australia, while its
assets in the colony are only X882,000,
showing that the institution* is indebted
to Western Australia in the sumn of
£171,000. In other words, we would be
much better off without this bank
than we are with its assistance. As to
the Union Bank, I think no one who has
had the honour of doing business with it
will say it is carried on from purely
philanthropic motives. This institution,'
after twenty years of business in Western
Australia, produced in April last a
balance sheet showing that its liabilities
in Western Australia were X1,015,000, and
the assets in the colony £831,000. After
twenty years operations in Western
Australia, this beautiful institution has
received deposits from the people of West-
ern Australia. to the amount of £944,000,
and has advanced to the people only
£445,000. It is hardly necessary to refer
to the other banks, but I will just refer
to one,. If the two institutions I have
mentioned have been carrying on business
in Western Australia, one for five Years
and the other for twenty years, and they
produce figure% like these, it is a standing
disgrace to the people of the colony to
allow such a state of affairs. It is evident
those banks have no confidence in West-
ern Australia; and why should we have
confidence in them?1

MR. KENNY: Wipe them out, and haveI
a State Hank.

Mn. MONGER: These banks, although
they will receive our deposits, wiNo
lend in any shape or form, or, at any r ate,
are the first to " call up " the squatter or
the agriculturist. While I am dealing
with bnnks. I must pay a small tribute of

respect to one institution, thle position of
which in Western Australia is--liabilities
£430,000 and assets £940,000. In other
words, there is one institution operating
in Western Australia which has invested
in the colony a sum of over half a million.

MR. ILLINOWOUTH: The Bill taxes
that institution on its assets.

Mn. MONGER: That is the awkward
part of it, and I am sorry that the Bill
will to a certain extent tax an institution
which has brought this large amount of
money to Western Australia.

MR. ILLINGWoRTH: This institution
will pay more taxes than the other
institutions. You have not mentioned the
name, although you mentioned the name
of the other institutions.

MR. MONGER: I am referring to the
National Bank, and it is manifestly Lin-
fair that this institution whichi has
invested so largely in the colony, should
be taxed to a greater extent than the
others. I want to get at the banks, and
I wish the managers were present to hear
what I have to say. If any legislation
cani be introduced to tax these banks,
which are doing no good to the colony,
it will have my support. But any tax-
ation will affect most strongly the
institution which has invested more
money in the colony than all the other
incorporated banks put together; and that
is the difficulty which I do not know
bow to overcome. As to private coin-
panics compared with private individuals,
the Bill, to myv mind, is unfair. It is
manifestly uinfair that the Bon MarchJ.
Limited, should have to pay a dividend
tax, while the firms of Moore and Gohbett
and E. 0. Shenton and Compan 'y go free;
and that is the opinion by nearly every
lion. member. The firma of J. and IV.
Bateman, of Fremantle, practically does
a bigger busiJas than Monger's Westra-
hian Store, but one firm will be taxed,
while the other goes free; and surely that
was never the intention when the Bill
was framed. So long as the Bill is con-
fined to banks, insurance companies, and
dividend-paving mnines, that is enough.
The member for the Canning (Mr.
Wilson) did not refer to those companies
in which he and many others in Western
Australia are associated, but anyone read-
ing between the lines could see that he
had those companies in his mind; and I
hope the time is not far distant when
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those companies will become a flourishing
source of profit to their shareholders. I
am referring to the timber companies
which have recently been floated, and,
personally, nothing would give me greater
pleasure than to support any measure
which would enable those companies to
yield profits to which, I think, the share-
holders are entitled. They run a big risk,
and everything should be done in moder-
ation to assist them in getting a fair
return for the money invested. I have
much pleasure in supporting the seond
reading of the Bill.

At 6-O the DEPUTY SPEAKER left the
Chair.

At 7-80, Chair resumed.

Mu. RASON (South Murchison) : I
intend to support the second r~eading of
the Bill, and do so in the hope that it
will be materially altered in committee.
I recognise the great difficulties that nmst
snrroiuid. even the conception of a mea-
sure such as this, and I recognise the
still greater difficulties that must sur-
round the drafting of such a mneasure ;
but while these difficulties may be an
excuse and an allowance for the imperfec-
tions of the Bill as. it stands, still these
would be no reason for this House, while
recognising the imperfections of the mnea-
sure, to allow them to pass into law. It
has been argued by some. members in
this House, and I regret to say by many
persons outside, that a Dividend Duty
Bill should apply only to mining corn-
pan ies. I cannot recognise the equity of
the argutment, because if a tax on divi-
dend-paying concerns is fair and tight in
equity, then in equity the tax should
certainly be made to apply as a general
principle to all dividend-paving concerns.
That should be so on general principles,
because I fully recognise there are some
associations that may fairly claim to he
exempt from a% tax of this sort; and I
think fire, life, and marine assurance
companies may well he exempted. I do
rejoice that the Government do not intend
to press the measure so far as it relates
to life assurance companies, for to my
mind there could be no meason and no
justification for lev-ying any tax on a life
assurance company. In dealing -with a,
company, of that sort, we are not dealing

with an association of persons who are
dividing large profits amnongst themselves,
for the profits, if any, go to the members
assuring: and any taxation thereof would
be a tax imposed on those who, by their
thrift, are endeavouring to prevent others
fr-om. becoming a burden on the State.
The same remark applies to the cases
of fire and marine assurance, for those
persons who insure are eudeavouring to
limit their risk of loss in trade; and
the operations carried on by them are
a benefit to the State, for they insure
on property of such description that is
bearing, or will bear, its fair share of
taxation; so that, by imposing a tax on
these companies, you are really imposing
a tax on individuals who, by their
prudence and. foresight, are endeavoin-ing
to avoid the loss of property which has
already borne its fair burden of taxation.
Although mining companiies themselves,
and members of this House who represent
goldfields constituencies, have no serious
objection to the tax on dividend-paying
mines, yet I think both mining companies
and those members of the House who
represent goldfields constituencies would
naturally have a serious objection to anyv
legislation which singled out mnni ng
companies, and mining companies only,
for taxation. If the principle is night in
equity, then it necessarily follows that it
should. be applied to other companies ais
well as mining companies. I have a
suggestion which I offer with the greatest
respect to this House, and a suggestion
which can only be recommended on the
ground of expediency; for we know that,
as applied to ining companies antI
mining companies only, there is no
objection to the tax being imposed, yet
the Bill once rid of any application in
respect to mining companies would pass
almost without controversy. I would
suggest, therefore, that it would be
advisable to make this Bill apply only to
*mining companies, on the' distinct under-
standi ng that another Bill will be brought
in with the least possible delay, including
such other associations as it may be
thought desirable to tax. That would at
once secure the passing of the measure
as it applies to mining companies,
without delay; and my reason for urging
this is that we have every reason to
believe that we are, on the eve of the
declaring of very large dividends by
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mining companies operating in Western
Australia; and if there is any' delay in
the passing of this measure, a very large
amount of money, which might be
added to the revenne of this colony,
will be lost; a sum of money to
which there will be no serious objec-
tion on the part of the people who
would have to pay it, and a sum which
might be easily collected. If there be
any delay in the passing of the measure,
that sum will be lost. Every member of
the House will recognise that the Bill as
it stands will involve considerable delay
in its passing; for there will be delay
before it passes through this House, and
further- considerable delay when the
measure reaches another place. That
being so, it is absolutely certain that a
large sum of money, which might other.
wise accrue to the revenue of this colony,
will be lost. There is another feature of
the Bill which I should like to allude to,
and that is that the tax will be levied on
corporated. associations, and not upon
unincorporated associations. That is
mianifestlyv unfair. There is a further
difficulty that if you were to tax both
corporated bodies and unincorporated
bodies, then you might say, why not also
tax individuals? It is simply a logical
argument, that if it is fair to tax com-
panies engaged in trade who are mindg
profits, therefore it is equally fair to tax
the one individual who is engaged in
trade and making profits; and if you
apply that argument, you at once come
down to an inicome tax, and an income
tax would apply only to those engaged in
trade who are making profits.

MR. ILLINOWORTHi: Another form of
class legislation.

MR. RASON: Yes; another form of
class legislation; and the Premier has a
distinct objection to an income tax, on the
ground of its inquisitive nature. With
all respect, I would point out that
there are clauses in this Bill equally
as inquisitive in their nature as would
be the most stringent income tax.
There are clauses in the Bill of such an
inquisitive nature that I should like to
remind the Premier he will have to
administer them; and I will do him
the justice to say that I know of no man
to'whom the responsibility of carrying out
such inquisitorial enactments as some of
these clauses would be more repugnant

than to the right hon. gentleman. He is
neither by nature nor inclination fitted
for the post of ' grand inquisitor. " I
would submit that, on the round of
expediency, if on that ground -alone, this
Bil might well be confined in its
application to mining companies--[Mx.
DOITERTY: Hear, hear 1-on the distinct
understanding that another measure be
brought in dealing with other associations
which it may be desirable to include.
Even looking at the problem from a
selfish point of view as regards this

clnI am sure that if my suggestion
beadopted the country will materially

Ibenefit. The Bifl wvill at once be rid of
Iall objectionable features; and it will, I
have every reason to believe, readily pass
into law if freed of the controversial
matter which it at present contains.

THE PREMIER (Right Ron. Sir J.
Forrest): From the debate that has
taken place, it is quite clear that no kind

iof taxation is very acceptable, especially
if it touches anyone individually. There
seems to be a desire to tax the large
dividends of gold-mining companies, but
there does not seem to be any desire to
apply the tax to incorporated companies
generally. Regarding gold-mining com-
panies , some arguments have been used
whidh require attention. The principal one
I recollect hearing is that people who have
been fortunate enough to obtain a
magnificent mine, which is returning an
altogether inordinate profit. pay very
little directly to the .State for tbe great
treasure that they extract from the
ground. That is no doubt an argumnt
which may fairly be used. I confess that
the principal reason why this Bill has
been introduced is to apply its pro-
visions to the immense dividends which
are being paid by the gold-mining com-
paniies of the colony; and we cannot
forget that these companies have to pay
an income tax in England. which tax
they pay willingly or without demur-
I suppose it is not much use of their
demurring; yet this colony does not get,
in the shape of direct taxation, even as
much as the British Government re-
ceives out of the enormous dividends that
are being paid by several gold-mining
companies connected with this colony. I
need hardly say that this increase of
revenue will be very acceptable to the
Treasurer, though I do not suppose there.
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ever will come a time when the Treasurer
will not be glad to get an accession of
revenue; but there has been a general
feeling throughout the country, apart
altogether from this fact, that these
immense dividends now being paid should
contribute something to the State. There
are several ways, of course, in which a
revenue might be obtained from gold-
mining companies. At first many people
thought, and many people still think,
that a small tax on gold would be
justifiable. [SEVERAL MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.] And there is no doubt that such,
a tax would produce a much larger
revenue that this dividend tax.

MR. VosErn: And would do a lot
more harm, too.

MR. DoHERTY: No.
THE: PREMIER: Because there are

many people, even on the goldfields,
who have told me they think a tax on
gold produced would be preferable to a
tax on dividends. It would have this
advantage, I suppose, that it would be a
general tax on wealth obtained from the
land, rather than on profits, like a tax on
dividends, which of course would only be
borne by those who had made a profit.

MRt. CoirNon: But it would stop de-
velopmer~t.

THE PREMIER: Personall y, I do
not think it would. The idea of its
stopping development does not influence
me, because, after all, is. or 2 s. per oz.,
taking the value of the oz. at a little less
than £4, would be an inconsiderable per-
centage.

MR. Vosruk: If it cost von X5 an
ounce to get the gold, you w ould think
differently.

THE PREMIER: I do not think the
tax would stop you, for all that, so long
as you could get a, good margin. If the
tax were small in proportion to the value
of the gold recovered. I do not think it
Would prevent people from looking for
gold; nevertheless, it would tax those who
were losing or who bad lost money, at
the same time as it would tax those who
were making profits; and that seems to
me a bad principle. 1 know plenty of
cases where persons have spent thousands
of pounds in gold-mining, and have only
received in return a few hundreds. It
seems to me there is no justification for
taxing those persons, for they have gained
no profit whatever.

MR. Moiqanx: That is what the tax
on gold would do.

THE PREMIER: That is it. But, of
coarse, there are numerous cases where
such a tax would equitably apply. There
are plenty of men, from the alluvial miner
and the dry-blower up to the bloated
capitalist, who have made large sums of
money out of mining, and those persons
who have made the money could not
fairl 'y object to pay any sort of tax. In
this case it seems to me that I have to
dismiss the proposal for a tax on gold ais
being untenable in theory and unfair in
practice. The next question was whether
an income tax would do. That would
catch them all, undoubtedly; that would
apply to everyone; but I think such a
tax is not justifiable in this colony at the

*present time, and I shall go further and
say that it is unnecessary.

MR. DoHERTY: Why tax limited corn-
*panies only ?

Tar PREMIER: Become unlimited,
and you will not be taxed. I say you
must impose the tax on someone; and it
has been said of incorporated companies
that " they have neither a soul to be saved
nor a body to be kicked," and they' are
not in the same position at all as an
individual. The man in business has
usually his whole fortune-everything he
has i~n the world--invested in that busi-
ness. The shareholder in an incorpomated
company is not in the same position at
all: hie has some .£100 or X1,000 sunk in
the concern, and that is all. If lie is a
shareholder, he may have calls to pay;
but lie was aware of that when he became
a member ; he knows he has paid up so
much, and that he is liable for the bal-
ance of the amount of his shares. He
k-nows he is under that liability, and he
does not run half the risk that is run by

a wan who is in business on his owe
account. Do you think that I would
enter into a private partnership with any
man with the same light heart as I would
have when taking a few shares in a
limited company? No. In acorporation
I know exactly the extent of my liability;
but if I go into business with another
man as a partner, I am liable to ruin
every day.

MR. CoNNon: Suppose that all you had
was sunk in a limited company?

THE PREMIER: It is not very often
that such is the case. True, it may be;
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but, as a rule, tile shareholders iu an in-
corporated company are numerous ; their
whole fortunes are not embarked iii that
one company. That is the only justifica-
tion I can see for making a difference
between incorporated companies and pri-
vate traders. I should like to say that
this Bill, which is criticised so freely here,
has found a plaee on the statute book of
Queensland since 1890, and has never
been altered, though it included all the
fire insurance, life insurance, and other
incorporated companies and batiks in that
colony-in fact, every limited company.
Here it is, in this volume I hold in my
hand.

MR. MORAN: Is this Bill a transcript
of the Act to which you refer?

Tn EPREMIER: It is a transcript, or
nearly so. Our Bill is certainly no worse,
certainly not more disadvantageous to the
taxp)ayer: it is not exactly the same,
because our legal advisers have touched
up a few of the clauses to make them more
clear; but it is in substance a transcript
of the Dividend Duty Act of 1890,
54 Viet., No. 10, assented to in Queens-
laud on the 20th November, 1890, and
has never been amended from that day to
this. Only' the other day, and for some
tunie past, I have been inquiring by tele-
grant about this Bill, as to its meaning,
and as to whether it has been amended ;
and I find that no amendments have been
made in it; that it has been the lawV in
Queensland for some nine years; and, no
doubt, many of those companies in this
colony who are objecting to this Bill
being passed at the present time in
Western Australia are living contentedly
under the operation of a similar law in
Queensland. I waut to say this in order
to shlow people that we have not invented
this Bill ourselves, that it is not a new
invention of this G-overnment, but that
we have taken it, as we have taken many
other Bills, fromt the statute book o f
another colony. Most legislatures do the
saine thing, by copying either from die
Acts of the Imperial Parliament, or from
those of some other country. This Bill
is simply a transcript; and when I was
last in.Melbourne I had the assurance of
the Premier of Queensland that thle
people of that colony have no objection
whatever to the measure.

MR. MORAN : Have they an income tax
thiere.'

THE PREMIER: No; they have no
income tax in Queensland. The hion.
mnember can see that n income tax would
take the place of this measure. The
income tax falls equally on all, whether a
profit is made or not; whereas this Bill
only seeks to tax profits. Therefore. there
is nothing very new about the Bill, seeing
that on the other side of Australia it has
existed and perhaps flourished, for aught
I know, for the last nine years. Personally,
I ant. inclined to think that this Bill may
-I cannot say that it will-press more.

harshly upon some tax-payers than upon
others. In the case of a local comtpanly
doing its business altogether in this
colony, the amount that such a company
will have to pay is quite clear. A divi-
dend will be declared, and five per cent.
will have to be paid upon that dividend.
It is quite plain sailing in that regard.
It is clear that if a gold-mining company
declares a dividend, and is doing all its
business in the colony, it will have to pay
five per cent, on its (lividends before dis-
tribution. In regard to companies which
do business in this colony, and also else-
where, the position is more difficult, and
I canl assure lion. members that those Who
have helped me in this matter, and have
looked pretty closely into it, have found
the task not so easy as it appeared at first.
To get over the difficulty, we have adopted
the Queensland plan, which seenis to be at
pretty fair one. In that colony if a divi-
dend is declared by a company doing
business in other colonies as wyell, the
amount of the dividend on which it has
to pay' duty is calculated on a comparison
between the assets of the company in the
colony with the whole of the assets of the
company elsewhere. I will give an in-
stanice. Suppose a company, which is doing
business here and in other places at the
same timae, has assets in this colony
amounting to £2100,000, and assets in
other parts of the world amounting to
£1,000,000, one tenth of thes whole assets
of that company will, of course, be here;
and if a dividend of £20,000 be declared,
one tenth of that dividend will bear the
tax.

MR. MORAN : It is a clumsy method.
MR. D)OHERTY: Supposing the dividend

had been earned in this colony, then,
under the Bill, ana advantage is given to the
other countries in which the company may
operate.
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THE PREMIER: That would be so
under the Bill.

Mu. DOHERTY: Then it is wrong.
THE PREMIER: The hon. member

will be able to argue that for himself, but
if the matter be looked into it will be
found that it is not so wrong. It is not
easy to obtain a comparison between the
profits made here and the profits maode
elsewhere, but we all know what the
assets of a company are.

MR. MORNa: A company might have
110 assets in the colony aid yet be making
a big profit.

THE PREMIER: I do not know about
that.

MR. MORAN: A company might have
only a receiving shied here.

MR. VosEru: If a company can be
made to declare the assets, it can be
made to declare the profits.

THE PREMIER: It does not follow
that because a profit is made in this
colony, a dividend would be paid, because
there might be heavy losses in the
business elsewhere, and no tax can be
levied under this Bill unless a dividend
be declared. In the case of a company
doing business in several places, and
making a profit here and losses elsewhere,
it would be very hard to make that com-
pany pay a dividend tax.

MR. MORAN: Why should this coun-
try suffer for the backsliding of other
countries F

THE PREMIER: As 1 have pointed
out, this legislation is not new, and I can-
not see that any other plan would work
very much better. I can quite under-
stand that the Bill does not work out
quite so well for this colony as it might.
We know, for instance, that the banking
institutions make a large profit in this
colony, and have done so, I am glad to
say, during recent years, and yet the Bill
will not give us a tax on profits, but on
comparison of assets.

MR. MONGER: Suppose banks have a
deficiency in the colony so far ats assets
are concerned ?

THE PREMIER: I do not think banks
could have a deficiency in assets.

MR. MONGER: But they have.
THE PREMIER: I do Dot think so.

According to the Bill, "asset "means
"1the gross amount of all the real and
personal property of the ompany of every
kind, including things in action, and

without making any deduction in respect
of any debts or liabilities of the com-
pany."

Mu. MONGER: I am referring to the
Bank of A ustralasia and to the Union
Bank, both having debts here; and on
this I can refer you to your own publi shed
statement.

THE PREMIER: Cluse 7 explains
the meaning of the term "asset," and
what is aimed at is a comparison of
assets without taking into account debts
or liabilities. I have already inforned
hon. members that I do not intend to
press the proposal to include life insu-
ance companies within the operation of
the Bill, and I think we may fairly let
such companies go free. At thle same
time, I may say again that in Queensland
such companies have to pay* the tax.

Mu. MONGER: Leave them in the Bill.
Tan PREMIER: I think there is

some reason why they should be left out.
MR. MORAN: Life insurance companies

are resorted to by wealthy people as an
investment.

THE PREMIER: I do not think so.
I think it is the poor man who uses the
life insuranuce company for the pm-pose of
providing for those who are dependent on
him.

MR. MORAN: Such companies are.
amongst the best investments for capital.

THE PREMIER: I have had little or
nothing to do with life insur-ance comi-
patnies, but I believe that as a rule they
are resorted to by men solely for the
purpose of providing for their de
pendents.

MR. TELINGWORTH: And relieving the
State of responsibility,

THE PREMIER: *Yes, and very likely
*doing that too. I am not in a position to
*know exactly the facts i-elating to fire
insurance companies, beyond that all, or

*nearly all, their profits go out of the
country. These institutions hatve their
head-quarters in other places, and beyond
anl office here, have no money invested in
the colony. They are companies of re-
pute in other places, but while they make
a good deal of money here, they do not
spend much in the colony.
j MR. ILLINGwORTH : Their contracts
are only f romn year to year.

THE PREMIER: And their money is
not distributed in this colony, but else-
where.
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MR. OLDnnAr: Some of their money is
invested in the colony, surely ?

Tan PREMIER: Not the mtoneyv of
fire insurance companies, and there is a
similar state of affairs in regard to the
banks. The local institution has all its
money in the colony, and distributes its
dividends here, but that cannot be said
of other institutions except perhaps one.
or say two. The profits of the banks
go to shareholders in other places,
and these foreign institutions -though I
do not wish to use the word in the sense
of alien-have their head-quarters in
England or in the other colonies. Their
expenditure is on buildings and the up-
keep of the establishments. But I do
not want to say one word against theI
financial institutions.

MR. MoNGER.: You are tinder no obli-
gations to them.

THE PREMIER: I do not want to
say one word against financial insti-
tutions, but it seems to me that when
they maize large profit, as I know they
have done, they should not be exempt
from ii dividend tax. I am not particu-
larly wedded to the proposal that there
should be a five per cent. tax all round,
but I do not see how we can exempt banks
from the taxation. The only reason why
we should do so is that the gold-mining
companies have their lands very cheap,
and make much larger profits; that is, of
course, those companies which pay divi-
dends at all. Whether the payment of
dividends will continue for ever I do not
know, but some of the gold-mnining profits
are certainly beyond anything romance
could have imagined.

MR. MORAN: The profits are not so
great when you look at the capital.

TaE PREMIER: I think they aire
great, even considering the capital.

MR. MORAN: What is the percentage?
Not a big one.

Tan PREMIER: Yes, the percentage
is big, amounting I should say from
30 to 50 per cent.

Mn. MORANu: It is not 10 per cent.
MR. VosnaR: It was over 10 per cent

on the full nominal capital, mi th
nominal capital is I think about seventy
millions.

THE PREMIER: I am not going to
say I will fight this Bill through commit-
tee clause by clause, and use all the in-
fluence I can to carry it - I am not so'

wedded to every clause as to do that;
but, on the other hand, I see no necessity
whatever to withdraw the Bill. I shall
be quite prepared to deal with any amiend-
ments of which notice is given-

MR. ILLINGWORTH: The amendments
will mean re-dlrafting the wvhole Bill.

THE; PREMIER: Not at all. The
lion, member has not read the Bill so care-
fully as I have, nor has he had the ad-
vantage of the legal information given to
me with regard to it. I can assure lion.
mnemb ers that the Bill is not a difficult one,
and there is no need to re-draft it; and
if the provisions were made to apply only
to gold-mining companies, I should be
prepared to go into committee to-inight
and deal with it. What we have to
do is to come to a conclusion as to
wha.t class of persons shalt be brought
under the operation of the Bill; and
when that has been settled, there
will be no difficulty whatever in carry-
ing the measure through. I can well
realise that there are persons who have
their whole fortune involved in limited
liability companies, which companies are
practically not limited at all, belonging
as they do to only seven or eight people;
and so far as I aim personally concerned, I
do not want, if I can avoid it, to attack
people of that class. I do not want to
make this Bill hard on anyone; hut the
time has arrived in this colony when we
should have a dividend tax. We are
not prepared to adopt an income tax, a
property tax, or other forms of taxation
that some people are very much in favour
Of ; but we might, without doing any
great injury to anyone, obtain a consider-
able amount of money by means of a
dividend tax. The money will not be
thrown into the sea, unless we build a
hiarbour with it, hut will he used for the
advantage of the community. A large
amount is required, even in Kalgoorlie
itself, where an extension of railway, as
in other places, is desired in order to
develop the gold-mining industry. It is
impossible to carry out these works unless
we obtain money, and the people who are
doing well are the people who ought to
provide it. it is out of profit and not out
of capital that the money will come, and
there could not be a fairer tax than one of
this kind. I know a good deal of opposi-
tion has arisen with regard to the Hill
because it touches miany persons who think
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they ought not to be touched unless the
general conununity are also affected. We
can look into that matter in committee. If
those who are interested in that direction
vill put their motions on the Notice Paper
-and I hope they will not introduce them
to the committee without notice-we shall
be able to consider them, and I am sure
we shall all, or nearly all, be of one mind;
and not being opposed to the principle of
the Bill , but only to its details, we shall
be able to framne a, measure that will be
acceptable to the members of the House
generally. As to what was said by the
member for South Murchison (Mr.
Rason), I see no reason 'why, if divi-
dends are likely to accrue, we should not
provide that the Bill should be retro-
spective, as we do with regard to Tariff
Bills on the day they are introduced; but
I may inform bion. members that we shall
not gain such a great deal over it-tough
we shall gain something, perhaps--be-
cause the Bill provides that the measure
shall only operate from the day stated
therein. Therefore. if a dividend were
declared, say a week after the Bill be-
came operative, it would be taxed only in
the proportion that a week bore to the
time that had elapsed since the last divi-
dend, or to a year, as the case might be.
If 20 weeks elapsed since the last
dividend, only one week of the term
being since the Bill became operative.
the tax would be charged on only one-
twentieth of the dividend for those
20 weeks. I think it reasonable we
should not mulct people in duties for a
period farther back than the date of the
introduction of the Bill. I am quite
prepared to support the proposal that
the Bill shall be operative from the day
it is introduced ; and that will not affect
anyone very much, but, at any rate, it
will prevent us from being hurried over
the measure, and perhaps not giving that
time which the impurtance of the subject
deserves.

MR. SOLOMON : What does Clause 19
meanY

Tax PREMIER: I do not understand
what the hon. member is driving at. I
understand that if a person is a trustee
for a married woman, or trustee or guar-
dian for any person, and a dividend is

pai tohimin hatcapacity, he must pay

the dty th sameas anyone else would
The measure only, places the trustee in

the same position as that occupied by an
individual without a trustee.

MR. SOLOMON: It has nothing to do
with a legacy duty ?

THE PREmiER: Nothing whatever.
MR. MORAN (East Coolgardie): I

regret somewhat that there seems to be a
feeling amiongst a. certain section of the
House in favour of making this a class
measure altogether, and applying it only
to the unfortunate goldfields companies.
The goldields appear to be the mnik-h
cow, and there seems to be a great wil-
lingness on the 'par-t of the House to
speak of them as being able to provide
everything.

MR. CONNOR: What about railway
lines ?

MR. MORAN: The hon. member- need
not think I have shown at partisan spirit,
or that I am of opinion that the goldfields
have been tunfairly dealt with. It is a
very long day since I said so, anyhow,
although I dare say that, if the occasion
arose, I should not be behind in repeating
it; but the argument which has been ad-
duced is fallacious. Members say " Let
us tax tile goldfields people because they
are working a finite industry." The mem-
ber for Pilbarra (Mr. Xingsmifl) struck a
very original piece of political economy
when be said it was a bad thing to tax
people who were dealing with something
infinite. I do not know what he meant
by " infinite industries." The only infi-
nite industry I know of is that which deals
with the inifinite, and those who retail
sections of the Bible at a very small cost.
If the working of the gold in Kalgoorlie
be finite, andif it isgoing to finish in 10
years, every tradling corporation in Kal-
goorlie will take to flight and get out
quick and lively, before the evil day comes.
The digger who has to work the mine will
always be the first on the field, and the
last off it. There is not a shred of argu-
ment in the contention that trading cor-
porations ought not to pay the dividend
tax. I do not use the term in any, offen-
sive way, but I say that all the other in-
dustries and corpoions on the goldfields
are parasitic on the mniner. The store-
keeper or trader goes where hie finds
the population to take his goods; he
goes after the miner, and he does not
take the risk in any case that the
mining companies take. The miner first
goes and pegs out the country, and
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pays £1 an acre for it, as was said by
the member for the Canning (Mr. Wilson).
Timber companies do not pay- anything
like £1 an acre, and their work is above
ground, and if they cannot calculate
before they invest, it is owing to their
own stupidity: but no man can calculate
the iniperal wealth of an acre of ground.
The mining company is the first to take
the risk, and go out and invest its capital;
and mining is, without exception, the
most uncertain industry in the world.
In our own great country how many comn-
patties are paying dividendsP Nine or
ten, out of nine hundred or a thousand,
who have helped to build up the country,
and those who have gained nothing at
all, have had to pay their way the same
as those making mone 'Y. Notwithstanding
these facts, the request is made that
turning companies alone shall be taxed,
and that those who follow after them and
secure trade resulting from the opera-
tions of mining companies shall be alto-
gether exempt. This is a proposal for
class legislation of the worst bind; that
is what it is, ad I am surprised that
anybody who calls himself a leading poli-
tician in this House should advocate it.
I am pleased to see the Premier and his
Government are broad-minded enough
not to take this very narrow view of the
question. They knoiw what mining has
done for Western Australia, and that it
will be a long time before Western Aus-
tralia, ay more than any other country
mn the world, will pay back die sum
invested in this industry. Taking gold-
mining all the world over, it has been
estimated that the cost of getting the
gold has been £10 an ounce; so we
must not rash away with the idea
that because there have been one or
two for-tunate companies in Kalgoorlie-
and we should remember theyv took time
whole of the risk and invested their
capital 1,y tens of thousands and
hundreds of thousands before they'
got any dividend - wve must not rush
away with the idea that because those
companies are now getting a handsome
reward, it is our duty to single themi out
for taxation. I am; not objecting to a
dividend tax on gold-ruiuing companies,
for I think companies should be made to
pay such tax; but in my opinion it would
be absolutely wrong to exempt other
companies which have flourished on the

success of the goldfields. I come now to
the point relating to people who have in my
opinion taken perhaps the safer, and also,
perhaps, as honourablea position, and have
declared themselves a company so that
their affairs nay be published ; and I at
once feel the di~fficulty and injustice of
allowing others engaged in the same
trade to escape taxation because they
have not taken the trouble to form them-
selves into a limited company. It is for
this reason that I am a firm believer in
an income tax, and I always have been
and shall be.

MRs. VosErn: Cannot you make finns
declare their profits and ta them tooe

MR. MORAN: That is a point we can
deal with in committee. I do not see
why we should not. Any two or three
people, or small number of people, may
form themselves into a company to deal
in anything, and have to be registered;
and I do not see why they also should
not be made to pay a, dividend tax.

A ME3IABEx: What about an individual
tax ?

Mn. MORAN: I am also willing to
tax the individual, and, though my views
are not populnr, I would not exempt
from an income tax any man at -all who
makes any money. I would not exempt
a muau who made only X1 a week, any
more than one who made £1,000 a week;
but the man earning £1 a week should
be only called upon to pay a ver 'y small
proportion, and I would have the income
tax graduated, so that the more a person
made die greater should be the proportion
paid of his income towards the revenue
of the State. I do not agree with those
who say that an income tax would not
pay in Western Australia. Can anyone
give m~e any reasonable or sensible argu-
mnent to show that it would not do soP

MR. DOHERTY: The cost of collection.
MR. M~lORAN: That is a very general

statement, but if the lion. member will
look into the subject, lie will see we shall
eventually have an income tax in Western
Australia. The tine will come in this
country when every progressive man will
advocate an income tax, and so far as I
am concerned the time is ripe now. I
suppose there are 40,000 men in Western
Australia who are earning a total amount
equal to £200 a year each, because there
are many who are making a great deal
more than £200: but let us suppose there
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are 25,000 people making £200 a year,
and I ask you to bear in mind I do not
believe in exempting anyone fromn payment
of income tax, for I cannot see why a mail
who earns oniy £1 a week, or £2,
should not pay some little part to the
revenue of the cotuitry in which he
lives.

MR VosnnR: It is veryv difficult to
collect an income tax fromn those who
earn small anmounts.

MR. MORAN: That is a difficulty, but
it is not unconquerable, where large
companies have wages sheets. I would
make everyone pa *y a direct share of tax.
ation, because it is well known that in
every country in the world there is no
other tax that makes people take so much
interest in the way in which the money of
the country' is spent and dealt with. it
puts one very much in mind of the story
of at little b~oy in London, who was onec
day tearing along a footpath and bumped
into some gentleman, knocking himself to
pieces; but picking himself up he en-
deavoured to travel on. The gentleman
said, " What is the matter? Where are
you going F" "I ami going to a mission-
ay meeting down the next street," said
the boy. "What are yolt going there
for P." asked the gentleman, and the la
replied " I subscribed a penny to its funds
last week, and I aml going to see how it is
spent." If you ask a man to pay only at
shilling out of his wages, salary or
income, he feels it more than any other
kind of taxation, because if he hats the
Ibaubees lie likes to hang on to them. If
a man lpays a penny more on his meat,
or twopence more on his boots, he does
not notice it so much. I repeat I believe
in anl income tax. Supposing there are
26,000 people in Western Australia
making X200 a year-Ihopel do notmake
a mistake in my figures, because I notice
that the hon. member for North Fremaatle
(Mr. Doherty) is watching me very closely
-that is an earning of five millions; and

if you take five per cent, on that, what
does it amount to? It amounts to about
a quarter of a million of money; so there
is an income tax from 25,000 people who
will earn £200 a year at least; and wil
the member for Toodyaly (Mr. Quinlan)
tell me how much will be the cost of
collection? Does he think it will cost
more than £10,000 ? I do not think it
will.

MR. QUINLAN: It would drive people
out of the country at once.

MR. MORAN:- There are few other
countries where they can go and escape
it. An income tax would overcome the
difficulty of applying this Bill to two
firms engaged in the same Line of
business, one being a declared company
and the other not declared; and then the
earnings would be taxed independently of
whether they were companies or not.
There is nothing fairer than an income
tax, and if it would be more expensive to
collect, there is this compensation, that
there is no more beneficial tax, because it
causes people to feel a direct interest in
the affairs of the State. For a mnin
making small wages I wvould make the
tax one or two per cent., and for the mal
eaning £6-00 a year I would have a
higher percentage.

MR. QUINLAN: In New South Wales
the incomie tax realisies only £2176,000
from a illion and a quarter of people.

MR. MORAN: Surely the hon. member
knows that the whole system in New
South Wales is an abortion; that it is
simpl y a stop-gap; that it is a name
without the substance. If we have a
customs tax, every man, woman, and
child, pays a share whether he or she
earns anything or nothing; but, tinder
an income tax, each person will pay only
on the actual earnings. Ever)' man who
is enabled to live and lhave the services of
a Government should contribute some-
thing towards the expenses of that

*Government, always in proportion to
his ability. I hope this movement to
make the tax apply exclusively to the
goldfields will not be approved by this
House. I resent it, because it will create
a bad feeling, and the proposal comes
with ai bad grace from. this Parliament,
when so much should be done to bring
into closer union the goldfields population
and the coastal population, instead of
separating them more widely, as this tax
on goldfields companies would certainly
do. Surely if it were not for the gold-
fields and big mines we would have no
trading companies mn Perth, and the mer-
cantile community in the towns would
not be in their present flourishing con-
dition. Therefore, why kill the goose
that lays the golden egg? If we can

I agree to make this tax more general,
leaving it in the Bill and applying it to
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the companies as proposed by the Govern-
ment, while also making it apply more
generally, I think that would be satis-
factory to the country. If that cannot
be done, then let us hiave an income tax,
making it as wide, and general, and
sweeping as possible. This kind of tax
has done good service elsewhere, and I
amn sorry the Premier has consented to
take life assurance Companies out of the
list of those to be taxed; for I say the
life assuirance business owes a great deal
to this Government, because the Govern-
merit have put hospitals throughout the
length and breadth of the land, and life
assurance owes a deep debt of gratitude
to this Government and this Parliament,
for they have pushed civilisation all over
the country. They have built dams, and
railways, and post offices, and hospitals,
and indeed wherever the hand of sickness
has fallen on a community, there the
Government have followed the pioneers
with the means of succour. We owe a
deep debt of gratitude to the Govern-
ment, and I see no reason why these life
assurance institutions should not pay a
share of the profits they are enabled to
make by the judicious investment of
money in this colony. This Parliament
and this Government have enabled those
companies to go forward in their opera-
tions with security in all forms of invest-
ment, and there is no reason why these
companies should not pay a share of the
general expenses of government.

A MEMBER: Their's is trust money.
MR. MORAN: It is not trust money

any more than when aL man pats his
money into a block of land as an invest-
ment for his child. We are too fond of
saying a in-an who puts money into life
assurance is doing something more than
a unan who puts money into other forms
of investment for the benefit of himself
or his children ; but that is not so. The
strength of these institutions lies in the
wealth and stability and progress of the
country in which they invest their funds;
and I would not dream of exempting
life assurance companies from this tax.
Many of these comnpanies are not public
institutions, but are carried on for private
profit, and some of them are not in-
digenous to Australia. Many of them
have more funds entrusted to them in
this country than they* have entrusted
hack to the country.

MR. MITCiELL: There are many that
are mutual.

MR. MORAN: Yes; but the "big
end of the stick" is elsewhere. I am
going to support the Bill as it stands,
and I hope we shall find a means of in-
cluding corporations that are unregistered,
because they ought to pay a share of the
tax on the trade they do and the profit
they make in the country, the same as
those people who liave gone into regis-
tered corporations.

Mu. DOHERTY (Nortih Fremantle):
After this Bill goes into committee, I
think no Bill ever placed before this
Parliament will have undergone so much
alteration as appears necessary' in this
case. I do not think it is necessary for
us to go into class legislation, not only
against the goldfields, but against people
who have invested money in such a way
that the public can, any day in the week,
go to the Supreme Courthouse and find
out how such companies stand. That is
the greatest safeguard the public can
have, in dealing with trading cor-
porations; and those members of a cor-
poration who are not afraid to register,
and not afraid to let the public know
what their position is, are to be taxed
while a main under the shelter of
"John Jones and Company" can go on
trading, apparently flourishing, and the
public have no way of finding out the
true position, and he can go on trading
without being taxed under the Bill. Men
who are doing a legitimate trade ais a
registered corporation are to be taxed ;
while the public have no way of finding
out the position of other cor-porations
which carry on the same kind of trade,
yet these are to go free under the Bill,
because they are unregistered. Why
this draft of the measure was taken fromi
Queensland I cannot see, because surely
we have men here wvho are able to put a
taxation Bill into better shape for stop-
ping people from evading a tax Which
Parliament thinks it is necessary to
impose.

Mu. MORAN: It is a good ground-
work to go on.

MI. DOHERTY: Weln, the com-
mittee can alter it. Suppose you put a
tax on gold-mining companies, and in-
stead of paying the amount of the tax on
tme total amount of their earningsi this
country, suppose yon tax dircos fees.
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and reserve fund accumulations, and the
amounts which may be written off the
value of machinery; and there is nothingy
in this Bill to prevent a company from
reducing the book value of its machinery
from £50,000 down to £5,000. This
House and this country seem to shake,
once the British capitalist is mentioned;
but if any man has received consideration
in this country, if any man has taken
away our wealth, it is the British capital-
ist. The man who has invested in a
mine and takes.£500,000 in dividends on
an investment of £40,000 or £50,000,
does not need much consideration. We
should never object to taking all we can,
but we must protect ourselvesP No
matter what amount of loss may occur,
the amount of money invested by British
capitalists in this country is repaid on
the whole fivefold. How much actual
cash has been invested in this country in
the mines ? The member for East Cool-
gardie (Mr. Moran) told us once that
not two millions of money were invested
in this country by outsiders.

Mu. MORAN: No; not me.
MR. MORGANS: The amount invested

is over twelve millions.
MR. DOHERTY: Nominally, on paper.
Mr. MORGANS No; actual cast.
MR. DOHERTY: I am pleased to

hear that assurance, but I think it means
twelve millions on paper.

MR. MORGAN: No; seventy-five mil-
lions on paper.

MR. DOHERTY: If this Bill is to
become law, we should accept the sugges-
tion of the member for East Coolgardie
(Mr. Moran), and make it at once an
Income Tax Bill. Let no individual
escape, but any man who makes money
out of the country should be taxed in the
same proportion as any individual or
company or corporation. I am sure this
House will take a deal of notice of a
large meeting held at Fremantle a few
days ago, when the following resolution
was carried unanimously:

That this meeting of incorporated com-
panies, trading in Fremantle, protests against
the proposed Dividend Duty Act as being
unfair and partial in operation, inasmuch as
it is practically an income tax on incorporated
companies only.

MR. VosER z: What kind of resolution
do you think they would be likely to
pass 1?

Mn. DOHERTY: When people who
have large investments in the country
meet to express their opinions-

MR. Vosrun: The conclusion is fore-
gone.

MR. DOHERTY: Can any member
support a clause that would inflict a
penalty on them, while letting other firms
or trading companies go free?

MR. Vospnn: I say nothing against
that.

IR. DOHERTY: Then you mean the
people we should tax, namely the mining
companies who have drawn such large
dividends. If the Premier had faced in
that direction, if he had made it a gold
tax, that would have been equitable. It
is said that such a tax would be an
enormous burden on the companies; but
in the great Queensland mining district of
Croydon, the gold fetches about £2 10s.
an ounce; and surely the gold from our
fields, which is worth from £8 16s. to
£4 an oz., can easily afford the Is. an
oz. duty that might be put on. This Is.

ian oz. would be easier of collection than
the dividend tax, because the entire gold
output would either have to go through
the Mint or to be declared at the cus-
toms. The cost of collection would then
be very small indeed, while the cost of
collecting this dividend tax will be so
great that very little gain to the Trea-
sury will result. There is no absolute
injustice in taxing mining companies;
none whatever. These people are day by
day drawing from us our wealth.

Ma. MORAN: Whose wealth ?
MR. DOHERTY: The nation's wealth.
MR. MORAN: What nation?
MR. DOHERTY: The West Aus-

tralian nation.
Mx. MORAN: Who iinadeWestern Aus-

tralia ?
MR. DORE UTY: Your catechism will

tell you that.
MR. MORAN: To whose wealth do you

refer?
Mn. DOHERTY: To our wealth.
MR. MORAN: Your wealth! Why, you

would never have found gold if you had
had another million years to search for it.

MR. DOHERTY: We are not talking
about who discovered Western Australia,
or who made it: we are talking about the
position of tbe colony at the present time.
From the manner in which the hon. mem-
ber (Mr. Moran) has been speaking, I
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should imagine he arrived in this colony
very early indeed. I shall leave this Bill
to be amended in committee, where I
hope it will undergo drastic alteration,
and that many of its features, which I.
maintain are unjust, will be wiped out.

MR. CONNOR (East Kimberley): I
have little to say in connection with this
Bill, and I shall vote for the second read-
ing; but, like most hon. members who
have spoken, I shall look forward to its
being very materially altered in com-
mittee. Many of the speakers seem to
burke the fact-seem to be afraid to
acknowledge or to admit the fact- that
when this Bill was first thought of,
whether by private members or by the
Government, the intention was to tax
those goldmining companies which were
paying dividends.

MR. MoaLAN: IS that true, Mr. Pro-
nierP

MR. CONNOR: There is no use in
burking the questiou; that is the position.
I do not sayJ Iwas personally in favour
of that proposal. As the first representa-
tive of a mining district to sit in this
House, I have always supported mining
here in every possible way; and I defy
any hon. member to say thait I have not
invariably been, and that I am not still,
a staunch aind loyal supporter of the
mining industry in this colony. I was
among the first of those wvho went out to
prospect the country; I was in the old
Kimberley rush ; an~d I do not think it
quite right that this Bill should be
brought in for the express purpose of
taxing the dividends of mining companies
only, and that other proposals should be
added to it. But the fact is that this
Bill was originally intended for that
purpose; and I wishi hon. members who
speak on the Bill to admit that fact. If
they think the principle is wrong, let
them say so; and if they think it right
let them say so.

Mu. MonoAws: Several bon. members
have said so.

Hit. CONNOR: We have had tacked
on to this Bill which was brought in for
a specific purpose, certain proposals for
taxing other companies in this colony. We
do not object to these proposals if such
taxes are necessary. I do not think any
hon. member will say that revenue must
not be raised if it be required; but there
is a certain indication in this Bill that

particular classes in the community will
be mulct-I cannot use any other term to
describe the process; that a tax will be
put on particular classes of people, which
I hold is a wrongfual procedure, and I will
explain why. The member for York
(Mr. Monger) has told us of some griev-
ances which certain people in this colony
have against the financial institutions. I
am quite with him, and I say that if we
can, in addition to making the dividend-
paying gold mines contribute their pro-
portion to the upkeep of this country,
also make the banks of this colony pay
their proportion, we shall be doing well.
I am entirely with the hon. member.
But there is a most objectionable pro.
posal in this Bill whereby what are called
incorporated companies are to be made to
pay a tax on their profits from which
private companies or private individuals,
trading, and perhaps doing a larger and
more profitable businesis than those in-
corporated companies, are to be exempt.
From this it follows that a, private firmn
will actually be enabled to pay its em-
ployces at rates lower by five per cent.
than will have to be paid by a public
company. That would be the effect of

Ithis Bill if passed in its present form-
that an incorporated company must pay

Ifive per cent, more to its employees,
whether in the shape of directors' fees,

Iwhich really are wages, or in the shape
of secretaries' salaries, which really
are wages--five per cent, more than
a private company must pay its ser-
vants. I shall support the second read-
ing, but on that point I wish it to be
distinctly understood that I hope this
House will take into consideration the
very serious aspect of the provision I
have explained, and that this mistake

iwill be remedied. Ilam with the principle
of the Bill, whether we impose a dividend
tax or an income tax; as long as the tax
is necessary I shall support it.

Question put and passed
Bill read a second time.

PAPERS (TELEGRAMS) PRESENTED.

By the PREMIER : Copies of tele-
grams between the Premier of New South
Wales and the Premier of Western Aus-
tralia, with regard to the Commonwealth
Bill.

Ordered to lie on the table.
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RURAL LJANDS ]IMPROVEMENT BILL,

SECOND READING-DEDATE RESUMED.

Debate resmned on motion for the
second reading of the Bill, moved on the
19th July.

MR. EWING (Swan) : On reading
this measure, it seems to mue that although
the principle of the Bill is a good one,
yet there are certain exceptions therein
made which should not be made. I am
quite at a loss to understand why one
class of landholder or one set of persons
should pay a land tax, while those who
own far larger sections of the country and
who are absentees, the very people whom
we wish to attack by a measure of this
kind, should be exempted from the opera-
tion of the Bill. I refer to the exceptions
that are made in Clause 3; and it Seems
to me utterly unde'sirable that the lands
of the Midland Railway Company par-
ticularly should be exempt- (SEVERAL
MEMBERs: Hear, hear)-because that is
the company' in which I, as member
for the Swan, am locally' interested. I
have it from farmers in my locality
that there are large areas of land in the
hands of this company, some of it the
most suitable land for agricultural pur-
poses in the colony; and I also have it
that the farmers are unable to get fromn
thbe. company any fixity of tenuire, that
they are unable to buy, an acre of this
lnd at any price or get it under any con-
ditions; and I think it has been admitted
in this House, on various occasions, that
the conduct of the Midland Railway
Company, in tying lip their lands in the
manner they have done, has been a great
drawback to that portion of Western
Australia in which their concession is
situate. I am certain that the Govern-
ment never gave this land to the Midland
Railway Company contemplating that the
company would for years and years keep
it tied up and keep people off the
soil. I believe they made this concession
to the company in order that aettle-
went might be induced by the railway to
be constructed; f believe that the very
spirit of that concession has beendvolated
by the fact that this company has kept
its land tied up so long; and now, when
we have in our hands a Bill which has
for its object the compelling of people to
work or utilise their land in some manner
or another--tn make it of some use to

the commimity-we are going to pass by
without interference one of the greatest
obstacles that stands in the way of the
progress of this colony. It does seem to
me highly desirable that this company,
as well as other absentee owuers and
other large landowners, should be coin.
pelled, either to utilise their land, or to
sell it, and allow someone else to do so.
I have heard it urged that this company
is in a peculiar position; that this land
was granted by the Government to the
Midland railway. No doubt it was, and
no doubt every member of the community
who owns land h as had that land granted
him by the Governiment. But I fail to
see the distinction between the grant to
the Midland railway and the grant to
any private individual. If it is just and
right to tax the land granted to a private
person, su rely it is quite as j ust and right
to tax the land granted to a railway com-
pany. Therefore, although I will support
this Bill, I hope that in committee the
Government will see the desirableness of
striking out Clause 3 altogether, and Of
not "1making fish of one sand flesh of an-
other ": because there are large land-
holders and large companies owning land
in this colony who will be compelled to
pay this tax or to utilise their lands, and
why should an exception be made in
favour of the Mfidlandl Railway Company
and the Hampton Plains Company F

THE PREMIER: Because there is no
Ione else similarly situated.

Ma. EWING: May I ask for this
information: Was there anything in the
concession made to the NI idiland Railway
to the effect that the company should
not he taxed as well as the rest of the

THE PREMIER: No.
MR. BWtNG: Well, then, if there

was not such a provision, the. omnpany
are just as liable to pay the tax as I

Iwould he if the Government granted me
Ia piece of land.
i THE PREMIER: But you said there

I were other people similarly situated, and
1 am only contradicting that statement.

MR. EWING1. And therefore I trust
that the Premier will see the justice of
the request that I have no doubt will be
made in committee, and will take this
clause out of the Bill altogether, thus
putting all the landholders in the colony
on the same footing. It seems to nie

27 JULY, 189q.-Bural Lands Bill.
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highly undesirable to treat one person in
one way and another person in another
way. There are various small matters in
connection with the Bill, on which I
should like to say a word, but at this
stage it is hardly necessary to do so,
because they canl e properly dealt with
in committee. I merely' wishi to raise my
voice against a principle which it was
highly desirable should be expunged from
the Bill.

How. H. W. VENN (Wellington):
I do not rise for the purpose Of sa-ing I shall oppose the second readig
of this Bill; but having been a resident
of this colony for the best part of my life,
and having known the land regulations
and conditions of this country from a
very early stage, I think I may say a few
words on a subject of which I know
something. If the Bill were left as it
now stands, I should say the Government
had made a very grave mistake in giving
it such a, simple title; because if it is in -
tended to carry the Bill out as it stands,
the title ought to be " An Act to provide
for the confiscation of certain rural
lands." If lion. members will read the
Bill carefully, having regard to the con-
ditions operating when these lands were
given, and the conditions operating now,
they must comeo to the conclusion that the
title I liave suggested would be the most
suitable. No doubt the object the Govern-
ment have in view, but which object is
partly frustrated by the Bill, is to reach
the absentee landlords- that is, to reach
those lands the owners of whichl are in
other parts of the world, aud which have
remained untouched, unimproved, and
unoccupied, except by' tenants. If that
is the object of the Governmrent, it is
possible we shall be all very much of one
accord ; but a sweeping Bill of this kind
providing for the improvement of all
rural lands gives another aspect altogether
to the question. Ruiral lands have not
come to time present owners free of cost,
as did many of the large areas, which it
no doubt was the original intention of the
Bill to reach. A great deal of land in
the early days of the colony was practi-
cally given away, not in the sense of being
given for nothing, these old grants re-
presented the value of the money brought
into the country by individuals at the
time. I believe it was a great mistake
on the part of .the Government to make

those grants, but, in any event, much of
the land so granted has passed into the
present owners' hands, sometimes at
a high price ; and this, it will be
admitted, puts a different complexion
on the case. The Government, from
the very first, have not increased the
value or tile upset price of land, but
appear as years roll on, and as settlement
increases, to make the land laws of the
country more liberal, until now the Gov-
ernment are actually not charging for
land. A man can get 160 acres for
nothing, under conditions, and in this
way the Government are competing with,
and discounting the value of land already
purchased by, people at good prices. In
the face of the fact that the Government
are givinu aa land, how is it possible
for landowners to sell any ? Private
holders cannot give land away, but the
Government cau, and are giving it away
right said left, and offering all sorts of
inducements. And, what is more, under
the present law a, luan who has got land
for nothing can go to the Agricultural
Bank and get money with which to carry
out improvements. In fact, the whole
action of the Govenmnit-whichi I com-
mend-has been to encourage settlement
as much as ever possible; but, %t the
same time, it must be patent to all that
those who hold land now are absolutel v
placed out of the market. If a price lw
asked for 150 or 200 acres, which an
owner may have to sell, the prospective
buyer at once says he will go to the
Government, who will give him land for
nothing, and the landowner is put in the
position of having to keep his land. And
uinder the Bill the landowner will not
only have to keep his land, but is very
much worse off, for hie has to im-
pi-ove it. As can be seen from the
schedule, five shillings, three shillings
and two shillings per acre has to be ex-
pended on improvements according to
the class of laud. But no matter what
improvements are put on land, the Gov-
erment keep giving away their land all
the time, and the landowner is placed in
uncomfortable competition with the Gov-
ernment. I have held a. large quantity
of land in this colony, and I know that
since the land regulations have been
liberalised it is practically impossible to
sell land at any price at all, and this I
say with every confidence in regard to
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rural lands. I do not think many thou-
sands of acres have been sold by* private
individuals in the colony for many years,
and that altogether arises fromt the fact
that the Government can and do give
land away. If the Government intend
to follow this procedure, it can only be
concluded that shortly premiums will be
given, and that not oniy will 160 acres
be given free, but the settler will receive
at present for taking up the land, the re-
sult of which would very probably be the
clearing of the land, and I understand
that there is some intention in that
direction. I draw the attention of hion.
members to these facts, so that it 'nay be
seen that the amtendments I intend to pro-
pose are reasonable. As the member for
the Swan (Mr. Ewving) has pointed out, anu
exemption is made under the Bill of the
Midland Railway Company's laud. Whilel
do not think it quite fair in mnany ways
that there should be legislation comupellin~g
the improvement of the Midiland Railway
Company's lands, because that would
prejudice us in the eye of the British
people in connection wi t] freehold prop-
erty in this colony, I really cannot see
why the Midland Comnpany's lands should
be exempt and not the lands of other
large owners in the country. If it is a fair
and proper thing that the Midland Com-
pany should be absolutely free from
liability to make improvements, I see no
logical reason why other landowners
should be compelled to make improve-
ments. Another point is that under the
Bill certain improvemenits must be made
on all rural lands held by private in-
dividuals. A great deal of land is so
held, and the owners are doing the best
they possibly can to make a livelihood.
They cannot sell the land owing to the
competition of the Government uinder the
present land regulations, and so they
remain on their holdings, and try to make
an income; and it is as much as they
ca do at the present moment to "keep
their heads above water.' Hardly one of
these individuals is a person who could
be described as a moneyed man, and to
compel them to pay five shillings, three
shillings, or one shilling an acre on un-
improvements within two and a half years,
means the confiscation of their land. I
know honourable and good settlers in
the eastern district who would be simply
ruined if they were called upon to

make any such an outlay, and, therefore, I
think there should be a distinction made
between land occupied and land not oc-
cupied at, all. Again, in Clause 4, there is
one regular scale which applies an annual
fine of one penny. It would be better to
modify that clause, and have a sliding
scale, the larger fine of a penny being,
applied to holdings of, say, 1,000 acres,
and a reduction being mad to one-eighth
of a penny on holdings of .50,000, 100,000,
or 200,000 acres, as in the case of the Mid-
land Railway Company.

MR. GREGORY: They are the greatest
sinners.

How. H. W. VENN: But it will be
readily understood that a large fine of a
penny means the confiscation of the land,
w~hich will not stand the expenditure. It
must be borne in wund. that the whole of
Western Australia is not a paradise, and
the sooner the fact is realised the better.
Some of the lands of the colony are very
good, or very fair, but a large percentage
of it, compared with the land of Queens-
land, Victoria, and New South Wales, is
only third, fourth, fifth, and sixth-class
land. A flue of one-eighth of a penny
upon such an area as that owned by the
Midland Railway Company would repre-
sent a very large sum, and a penny fine
would mesa absolute confiscation.

Tus PREMIER: It is not a penny an
acre, it is a penny in the pound.

How. H. W. VENN: I will come to
that. Clause 6 requires some considera-
tion, dealing as it does with the appoint-
ment of a valuator, on whose valuation the
lands will be assessed for fines, and also
with the schedule of the Bill relating to
first, second, and third-class land. *If it
is a reasonable thing to compel owners to
improve their- lands to the extent laid
down in the Bill, on the valuation made
by the valuator, it should also be at the
option of the owner to say to the Govern-
ment, "You can take the lands at the
valuation put upon them." Let the owner
be in a position to say, "I amt unable to
do the improvements; the Government
have put a certain value on the land, and
therefore the Government must take the
laud and deal with it." I think that
would be a fair proposition, indeed.

Ma. ILLINGWoRTR: A good one for
the State.

HON. H. W. VENN: It might be a
good one for the State, but the valuation
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might he smnall. I believe that in other
parts of the world the law has been made
the other way about, the owner of the
land being called up)ofl to place his own
valuation upon it, and lie will not put it
too high, for if he did that he would be
compelled to keep the land. In this par-
ticular case, under the Bill, it would, I
think, he a fair and reasonable thing for
the Government to be compelled to take
over the ]and from the owners, at the
valuation made by the valuator of the
State, if the owners feel themselves
unable to make the improvements on it.

Mu. MITCHELL: If you keep the laud
locked up as it is now, it will be no good
to the individual or the Goveininent.

How. H. W. VENN: The hon. mem-.
ber says, " Keep the land locked up."
That is a bogus cry, for if you look at
this huge chart, and see the area held by
private individuals, you will observe that
the quantity of land they hold is precious
small. What an absolutely small amount
it is compared with the millions of acres
of land in the country. It is a very
small bit that the private owners hold at
the present time, even including that of
the Midland Railway Company. I should
like to know where the people are
who will buy land at the present
moment. We have not the popula-
tion here to do it. As one holding
land, I say landowners would be only too
glad to sell at a fair and reasonable rate,
if people would buy; but how can any-
body sell land whilst the Government are

giin it away f We cannot give it awa 'y.
Whe the hon. member talks about land
being locked up, he does not know the
exact position of the colony. A lot of
land is not worth the snapping of the
fingers. There is a, large area of agricul-
tural land which the small investor could
have if he Were able to pay for it at all,
but he will not buy when he can obtain
land for nothing. There are several
small points in relation to the Bill to
which reference might be made. The
Bill is fairly complete on the lines laid
down therein, and as I shall move certain
amendments when it is in committee, I will
not now deal with the smaller amendments
that will be consequent upon the more
important ones I shall have the pleasure
of moving hereafter. As to the schedule,
we should be still carrying out the prin-
ciples of the Bill if the schedule wvere

altered, and it would not only be a relief,
but a very fair thing. The schedule says
the charge for first-class land shall be
five shillings per acre; but, will anyone
tell me what five shillings per acre would
amount to in relation to a large area?,
The charge for second-class land is three
shillings an acre, and for third-class one
shlling.

MR. WOOD: Besides fencing.
How. H. W. VENN; Besides fencing.

Members who know anything about the
conditions of land settlement in Western
Australia must be aware that an obliga-
tion of this sort would pretty well muin
the holders of large areas. Therefore, I
think it would be a fair thing to reduce
the charges to two shillings per acre for
land in the first-class, a shilling per acvh
for that in the second, and sixpence for
that in the third; and I shall move that
the rates be reduced to those figures. I
think the remarks I have made will show
there is something to be said from the
landowner's point of view, and I only
hope some of the other gentlemen in the
House who know sometbig of the ques-
tion, from the point of view I have taken,
will also be able to say a few words.
Speaking generally upon the action of the
Governmnent, I take no exception at all to
a Bill of the nature of that now before
the House, if it is fair and equitable in all
its clauses. I shall be most happy to
agree to the second reading of the Bill,
and, subject to the alterations and amend-
nments I shall move hereafter. I think we
shall have a measure finally going from
the House that will be fair and just and
equitable in all its clauses.

AIR. QUJINLAN (Toodyay): I have
much pleasure in supporting the prin-
ciple involved in the Bill, because I think
the time has arrived when a measure of
I his kind should be adopted in the colony;

i and I agree to some extent with the
remarks of the member for Wellington
(Hon H. W. Venn) in relation to the
ainoun~t proposed in the schedule. I
think the charges of five shillings, three
shillings, and one shilling an acre for
first, second, anld third-class land respec-
tively are too high, and I have no doubt the
committee will accept a reasonable view of
this provision of the Bill and will some-
what modify it. It will be noticed

I that the Premier has already tabled some
.amendments, which strike me as making
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the Bill much more perfect than at pre-
sent drawn. Assuming that these amend-
inents will be carried, and I venture to
say they will, the position of the land-
owner will be easier, for then he need
only expend so much upon a portion of
the property to answer for the require-
ments of the whole area. This alteration
will be acceptable to the older settled

potosof the colony, and it would be a
hadship upon them if such a provision
were not adopted. So far as the method
of inspection is concerned, it will involve
some expense to the country, but, never-
theless, it is most desirable that, the land
should be classified.. The need of classi-
fication has often been mentioned in the
..House and throughout the country, be-
cause, unquestionably, there arc three, and
I might even venture to say, four, classes
of land in Western Australia. As re-
gards the provision relating to the Mid-
land Company and the Hamnpton Plains
Company, I have already given notice
of an amendment with reference to the
former company, and I would also have
done so as to the Hampton Plains Comn-
pany, but I knew another member in-
tended to deal with that particular com-
pany: hence my reason for only referring
to the Midland Company. The Midland
Company hold something over two imil-
lion acres of laud, the principal portion of
it being the very eyes of the colony, and
they are the most unreasonable people
to deal with in respect to the sale of
land. So far as their charge for leases
is concerned, I have nothing to say against
them beyond this: that the provision
indorsed on their leases gives no right of
tenure. Persons now holding from the
Midland Railway Company are liable at
any time to lose all upon a very short
notice, and this is one of the greatest
objections to the company holding the
land so long as they have done. As to
dealings in relation to land, it is almost
impossible to negotiate a sale with the
company upon reasonable terms. I have
approached them, and I known numbers of
other people have done so, and have been
willing to pay a fair and reasonable price.
I know of one case in which a gentleman
who happens to have a, valuable property
adjoining land owned by the company
offered £2 an acre for 2,000 acres, which
I would not value at more than 10s. an
acre, but the company actually refused the

offer, the price they asked being £23 an
acre. It has been said by some, but very
few indeed, who are in sympathy with
the Midland Railway Company, that they
are unable to find purchasers, and that
the Government are not fair to them,
inasmiuch as they are selling their land so
much cheaper, and giving terms so much
better. We all know the ternis upon
which land can be obtainedl from. the
Government, namely, ten shillings per
acre, payable in twenty years. I believe
the comipany have all along made this a
supposed obstacle to their dealing with
the land, while at the same time it is a
fact that the companky have had excellent
prices offered, and will not accept them.
Whatever notion they ha~ve of the land,
or its value, in England, I cannot for the
lif e of me believe that any of them
can be acquainted with the affairs
in Western Australia. It was stated
by the Premier when introducing
the B1ill that the uoinpany required the
consideration which he sought to give
themi in Clause S. I have no sympathy
whatever with the Midland Company, nor
with the Hampton Plains Company; for
they have not done any good to the colony,
but, in my opinion, serious injury. As is
well known to the House and the country,
they bought concessions all over England
and other places, and endeavoured to
make an enormous amount out of it.
Through a good deal of swindling they
attained their object. and they do not
deserve any symnpathy whatever from this
Government. The Government have sym-
pathised with them too wvell, and too
practically, in so far as they accommo-
dated them to the amount, first, of some
£60,000, this being afterwards increased
to £500,000. It is true the Government
have plenty of security for the money, but
where woild the Midland Company have
been to-day had not the money been
advanced to them by this Parliament
and Government?

MR. Mo.RAY: What security is there?'
MR. QUILAN: The security, as far

as the company are concerned, is good.
MR. MORAN : It is no good to the

country though.
Mn. QUINLiAN: The hon. mnenmber is

perfectly accurate in that assertion. So
far as benefits to the colony are con-
cerned, they are absolutely nil. I kno'w it
will be said the company have given

liural Lands Bill:
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facilities by the railway which they have
constructed, but the probability is that
the country would have been in a position
to have done at least a portion of that
line if not all, as well as the company,
and then the land would not have been
locked up and useless to all intents and
purposes so far as the residents of
this colony are concerned. In regard
to the terms upon which this advance of
R500,000 was made, I know they are
similar in many respects to those of other
mortgages, loans. or advances, and the
company can now sell any portion of that
land so long as they pay over to the Gov-
ernment an amount per acre, according
to the ternns of agreement. Whatever
profit they can, make, they are welcome
to. We are obliged at present to
allow this advance to remain, and they
are holding us by the curb, so to speak.
They are paying our interest, and there-
fore gur hands are tied, and we
arerunable to take any action whatever.
It is said that this company, or those
who formed the chief shareholders of it,
have considerable influence in England,
and no doubt, to some extent, they would
endeavour to thwart the Government in
attempting to raise another loan. If we
treat the company as I propose we shall
treat them-if We impose a penalty on
them, the same as on people holding
similar blocks of land throughout the
country, it may have a good effect. If
this country is going to be ruled by this
" crowd "-I can call them nothing else,
because they have lost all respect in my
mind-if this "crowd" in London are
going to rule the destinies of Western
Australia, then God help Western
Australia. For my part I give little
place to the argument as to the effect
these people will have on the country
borrowing money. WAe are not going
cap in hand; we have abundance of
security, and I believe our credit is as
good, if not better, than any other colony
in Australia. So far as the Midland
Railway Company are concerned, I do
not think they are going to rule the
London money market; therefore, I
dispel from my mind any fear as to the
effect they may have on this colony
borrowing money in the London money
markent. I will quote one instance; there
are many, but I wish to refer to one
gentleman who, I am informed, got an

immense tract of land for simply putting
his name to a piece of paper. I refer to
Mr. Mendel. I do not know what he is,
nor do I care, but I believe he is a very
rich man indeed, and lie holds in my
district a large area of good land; at one
Place, a short tine ago, a discovery of
gold was made on his land, and the terms
lhe endeavoured to extort from the people
who wished to take up this land were
enormous; he asked fabulous sums. He
asked a pound per acre per annumn to
work the land for minerals, and he even
wanted a condition that after those who
took the laud, and had probably spent
their all, when they got down 60 feet,
and found payable" gold, the option of
becoming a, one-fourthi shareholder in
the whole concern. This is the kind
of gentleman who is concerned in
the Midland Railway Company. This
gentleman got an enormous area of land,
and perhaps some cash, for all I know,
for putting his mne to a piece of paper,
and taking one share in the company.
When I mention this it will give hon.
members a fair idea of the company the
Government are dealing with in respect
to this concern. We have never had any
consideration at their hands whatever.
Parliament and the Government have
been most considerate on the other hand;
they have pledged the people, and saved
the company fron. bankruptcy, sand then
for one moment to entertain the thought
that they should be speciall Iy exempted is
monstrous. I hope members will not
forget themselves-I am sure they will
not do so-and allow such a condition, as
is proposed in the Bill, to this company.
Not only did this company get the land
for the construction of the line, but they
also got a provision in the concession to
choose the land in alternate blocks; there-
fore, I am justified in saying they have
chosen the " eyes of the country'" so far
as the railway route is concerned. The
Government have, by the expenditure of
borrowed money, every day since the con-
cession was granted to this company,
been improving this company's holding,
and if 1 thought for a moment that the
company were unable to sell their land
because of the competition of the Govern-
ment in their easy terms and conditions,
I would not be one to support a tax being
imposed on this company's land. But I
am quoting a fact when I tell bon. niem-
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hers that this company absolutely refused
to receive a reasonable offer for certain
laud. The company may miake some
excuse in reference to the people who
offered to take the land, but I can assure
hon. members that in my district there
are numbers of people willing and anxious
to become the owners of land, and turn it
to profitable account, but the company
ask fabulous prices, and it is; impossible
to deal with them. As to the amount of
improvement proposed, I am very glad
indeed to see a, differential rat suggested;
that is in respect to absentees and those
living in this colony. I think a fair and
equitable proposal is made, because people
living in the colony and circulating money
therein should have some consideration,
and for my part I am very glad if the
proposition which is made by the Coin-
missioner of Crown Lands is carried out.
Everyone will get full notice, as will be
seen in the Bill, because the mneasure does
not come into operation until 1902. It
may be used, as an argument in respect
to the Midland Railway Company, that
-we have made a bargain with them, and
therefore it will be hard on them to turn
round and tax them.i My idea is that if
the Bill is to come into force in 1902,
that will give ample time for every one.
I hope hion. members will not listen to
any attep to exempt this company,
wh~ich has been hinted. The company
have treated the country' badly; we have
suffered at their hands intensely, and I
can speak feelingly as far as my (listrict
is concerned. They are a blot, and a
drawback to the country, and to my
district in particular, and I believe to th~e
district represented by the member for
the It-win (Mr. Phillips). So far ats the
Hamipton Plains Company is concerned,
I understand another lion. membher will
deal with them in a similar way to that
in which I propose to deal with the Mid-
laud Railway Company.

MR. MORAN: There is no comparison
lbetween the two.

MR, QUINLAN: When a sale was
effected with a gentleman named Simpson
some years ago at 2s. Gd. an acre. with
the right to all minerals in the land, it
was considered at that time to be a fair
price. Perhaps it was in the circum-
stances, but, considering that the Hamp-
ton Plains company are something like the
Midland Railwayv Company, perhaps not

quite so bad, but they got the mineral
rights, I think the House will do well to
remember this when the amendment,
which will be introduced by another
member of the House in respect. to this
company, is proposed. That is my rea-
son for omitting the Hampton Plains
Company in the wording of my amend-
ment. I hope that when this Bill goes

iinto committee, it will be considered well,
as it is a new step for Western Australia
to take; and I believe by the modifica-
tions. proposed by the Premier, and by
the happy suggestion of the member for
Wellington to lessen the rate of first,

Isecond, and third-class lands, the Bill
-will meet with the general approval of
the country. I have much pleasure in
supporting the second reading of the
Bill.

MR. ROBSON (Geraldton): I have
I much pleasure in rising for the first time
Ito address this HFouse, and I feel some
diffidence in boring members to-night
with my views on the subject of the Mid-
land Railway Company; a subject which
is becoming somewhat hack-neyed in the
House, and one at least that members
have heard a, good deal about during the
last few days. We have had a debate as
to appointing a joint select committee
to inqnire as to the Midland Railway
Company; also a debate on the Rural
La~nds Improvements Bill, as well as
motions and amendments before the
House. Still, the present question is of
vast importance to my district, represent-
ing as I do the most. northerly end of the
line. I rise to support the Bill as a,
whole, and to state my views on the ques-
tion of Clause 3. If there is a clause in
the Commonwealth Bill that we call the
, Braddon blot," I think we can justly

tenn Clause 3 of the Rural Lands Bill
the iMidland blot." The Midland Rail-
way Company, as iheinbers of this House
know, has been a blot on the fair map of
this colony since the inception of the com-
pany. Like many other members, I have
been here for many years, and know the
early his tory of thle Midland Railway
Comp1aniy: and also I know its line,
having being over it; and T have followed
the career of the company both here and
in London. I would like hon. membhers
to remember, firstly, what was the object
of the comnpany-what was the object of
the concession which was given to this
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company ? Was it not what we aire err-
ing out for-more population and the
settlement of the land and the opening
uip of the country?9 That was the object
for which the concession was given to thle
company, I ask the House. although
we have carried out our pledges, have
the company done so Y I say most em-
phatically, no. It has been argued that
the company are not in a position to
compete in the laud market with the
Government owing to the low price the
Government are selling land at, and owving
to the Government giving land away
freely. I contend the Midland Railway
Company had many years, not one or
two years, in whicli to settle their land
had their business been sound, and had
the company been conducting their
business on business lines. I1 have friends
who invested money in the company in
the early days of the Midland Railway
Company, men who were original directors,
but 'who retired when the fraud was
exposed. Not that it was a fraud onl the
part of this colony, or a fraud in connec-
tion with our land, but, so far as the
company promotion was concerned, it was
a job, and on the exposure of that job,
die good n who put their money into
the company 'at home bad to leave it. I
say that the Midland Company as
originally conceived was a payable concerni,
and had there been no fraud, the capital
been properly raised and invested, the
railway built at once, wvith a, liberal laud
policy, and the bringing out of emigrants
and settling them on the land, the com-
pany would have prospered, ond heea
most profitable to the country. Hut the
land has been locked up for about twelve
rears now, and I take it this 'Bill gives
its an opportunity of putting the screw on
to the company. We have, as the bead
of the L-,nids Department, a most able
administrator, the Commissioner of Crown
Lands. I listened to him with keen
delight at few nights aLgo when hie told us,
wvith what pleasuire he would apply the
screw to the large landowners in the
south ;I think lie mentioned the Bunbury
district. The land has been locked]
up there for so many years. It
was with much regret that I did not
hear from the lips of the Minister that hie
would also have pleasure in applying the
",screw" to this company; and there is
no man nitore fitted top otntrol tile lands

of the Midland Railway than the Comi-
missioner of Crownm Lands.

MR. DoHERTY: Hear, hear. We all
desire that.

MR. ROBSON: I cannot say I shall
agree with the motion that is likely to
come before this House, to the effect that
we buy that railwav at once. In fact, I
think such a inotioiii would he somewhat
indiscreet.

MR. HUBBLE: Let uts buy it at our
own pnice.

MR. ROBSON, That is another matter.
This subject can lie discussed later on;
but the tabling of a, motion to buy a r-ail-
way coimnoulyv increases the value of the
land, from the vendors' point of view.

MR, JAMES. They made an offer.
Mat. ROBSON: The Midland Company

have not only locked up much land, hut
they have to a very large extent locked
up minerals, and I refer to the eoalfields
of the Irwin. Those coalfields were
opened up some years ago by local
capitalists, and a considerable amount of
work was dlone upon them.

TE PunsyxaR: That land does not
belong to the company.

Ma. ROBSON: I am coming to that.
The Crown allowed certain people to do
this work of development, accepted their
fees, and afterwards permitted the Mid-
land Railway to peg out their line through
that tract of country.

THE PRxnuER: No.
MR. ROBSON: Well, the fact was

afterwards proved when the survey was
made.

THE@ PREMIER.: Is there not a reserve
of 2,560 acres?

Mn. ROBSON : The land cannot be
got at. Over and over again we have
tried through various members of Parlia-
ment to get at it; we have tried to get it
opened up; and we have always had the
saae answer. We havepuit our money into
those coal mines; years a go we steamed
the - Rob Roy " from Geraldtou to Fre-
iautle with tha;t coal, and thoroughly

proved that we have payable coal
there; and it is the desire of the inhab-
itants of that district, at all events, to
see those coalfields opened to everybody,
in order that wve may create and develop
there what will be a splendid industry-
an industry, which will help our railways,
an industry which will supply our Mur-
ehlison goldfields with fuek-FA MEMBpR:
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Hear, bear]-and which will tend largely I
to their development; therefore, not only

dowe want to get at the rural lands of
the Midland Railway Company, but we
also want to get at their coal mines. The
Premier, the other night, in bringing
this matter before the House, gave as
one of his reasons for exempting this
railway company from the operation of
the Bjill the fact that the comipany
might injure the credit of the colony
in London. I take it that such isnot the
case. I cannot be made to believe that
the credit of this colony is to be injured
in London by an unsound company. I
take it that the people who run this com-
pany i n London are not investors in Gov -
ernment securities, The class of people
who go into such an investment do not
take uip Government securities - they
speculate. I do not know whether the
Midland Railway is or is not a specula-
tion nowadays; but at all events the con-
trolling powers of the Midland Railway
in London a~re people who, in my opinion,
would have no influence whatever upon
our credit. They are not investors in
Government securities; they belong to
the noble army of guinea-pigs who take
all they can get for lending their names
to companies.

Ma. Don ERIY: [It becomes public
property, you know.

A MIEMBER: What-the name does?
Ha. ROBSON: Therefore I fail to see

how these people can injure our credit in
any way, and I should be very sorry for
the colony if they could. They have no
power to finance themselves; for it has
been shown in this House that they have
borrowed from the Government £500,000.

TiHE PuEia: They did not borrow
it from uts; we guaranteed the repay-

MR. 'ROBSON: We guaranteed it;
and if they are unable to finance them-
selves, and have to get our guarantee,
surely they can do us no injury. It
is not the Midland Railway Company
which finances this colony ; it is th~e
Govertmient. The Government of this
colony, on the other hand, financed
the Midland Railway for years; and I
say it is a sin that this has been done.
FkR. TLLINGWOBTH:. Hear, hear.] The
company bas, I believe, alienated about
a million acres of their land, which will
probably be taxed by this Bill; hut thien

look at the nature of the alienation. It
is alienated to whom? Weti, we know.
One instance has been given byv the mem-
ber for Toodyay (Mr. Quiuilan), and hie
has also given the why and the wherefore.
That land is still locked up. and though
we may tax it, it will so remain. &~
company do not want settlement on the
land; they do not want to give it away:
they only want to sell it to the Govern-
mnent and to get as miuch as they can for
it; and I hope the Governent will tax
the land as severely ats ever they can, in
order that the company nay be forced to
do something with it. I have no hesita-
tion in saying that, if the Midland Rail-
way would hand hauck that land to this
colony as a free gift, and put it under
the able administration of the Cominus-
sioner of Crown Lands, the railway would
become at very good, paying concern. The
railway, with the settlement on the land
which would follow the li beral land policy
of the Minister, would pay well, and
would be of immense value to this
country, bringing in a great revenue. A
great feature has been made in the dis-
cussions on federation of the sparse popu-
lation of the colony. The laud in the
Irwin district is the pick of the colony's
agricultnral areas, and most of it is in
the hands of the Midland Railway Com-
pany. I think we have on the Irwin a
higher average -wheat yield than anywhere
else in the country. We took the -first
prize for wheat at the Coolgardie Exhibi-
tion. [Ma. MORGANSs: Hear, hear.]
And we also took the first prize for
fruit. The Government in their wisdom
are putting down a bore in the Irwin
district. Certainly it is not on the Mid-
land Company's land, but it is in Midland
country; and I should like to -know wvhat
that bore is for. We are glad to see the
department putting down boTes through-
out the country, and helping to develop
it; but why improve the value of the
Midland land F If -we know there is coal
there, why put down a bore ?

MR. PHILLIPS: To attract popula-
tion.

Mit. ROBSONI: Does it not seem
folly, when we are negotiating for the
purchase of a railway, or rather are
likely to do so, to) put dtown bore-. practi-
cally on die property of that railway, and
thus to increase the purchase price of it?9
I say that bore should never 'have been
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started within any reasonable distance of
the Midland Railway. This Government
ipursuing a policy of building agri-

cultural railway' s, some of which, I think
the member for York (Mr. Monger) says,
are non-paying;j and, I believe, they have
in their programme a proposal to further
extend such railways; but surely such
measures are mnnecessary when we have
already existing a splendid railway going
through the pick of the agriculturl
land of the colony. Let us by somic
means acquire this railway and settle the
people along the line. I shall have much
pleasure in supporting the member for
Toodyay. (Genemi applause.)

MR. VOSPER (North - East Cool-
gardie): I have very great pleasure in
signifying that I intend to support this
second reading, and I also hope to sup-
port most of the clauses in the Bill. I
was not present during the speech of the
memiber for Wellington (Hon. H. W.
Ven), but I amn informed that lie
objected to this Bill on the ground that
it involved something in the nature of
confiscation of private property, mnd that
he even went the length of saying that
the Bill was intended for that Jpurpose.
Now I desire to ay% in the presence
of that hon. member: I aml informed
that you describe this Bill as involv-
ing the confiscation of private prop-
erty. Of course my informant may he
entirely 'w-ong: hut, if that was voiu-
statement, it certainly was a strong one
to apply to a ineasure of this description;
and I can only saY that, in tiiy opinion,
at least, people, who will neither use land
themselves, nor permit anyone else to use
it -who take tip the attitude of the dlog
in the manger in regard to that which is
most vitally niecessatry for the prosperitY
of a State -deserve to be compelled to
use their land, or to sell it:t and that, in
somes countries, less civ'ilised thanm this,
the Government would not hesitate to go
to the length of confiscation in order to
deal with such cases. But, so far from
this Bill aiming at confiscation, ample
notice is given to every, landholder to the
effect that the country requires that lie
shiall take up the obligations, as well as
the rights, of a landholder, So far, those
persons who have held these immense
areas have had all the privileges of land-
holders, and none of their obligations;
and it is time that we. oil behalf of thle

State, should say that some of those
obligations, at least, must be fulfilled.
The Bill proposes to inflict an almost
nominal fine for the very grave offence of
leaving laud idle and locked, up; and it
does not propose to impose that fine until
the rear 1902, so that everyone who has
land of the kind may have ample notice
of the intentions of the Government, and
will have no excuse for not making the
necessary improvemnents. To my mind.
there is nothing unjust, there is nothing
unfair, in legislation of this bind. I
should like to ask this House, how long
-are we going to allow land to be locked
uip, and to lie idle at the sweet will of
landholders ? Surely we must have
more regard to the State, more regard to
our interests and to the promotion of

tsettlement than to admit the absurdity of
the principle, or want of principle, which
hasl been common to land-holding in this
colony. This Parliament is voting money
for the purpose of making roads and
bridges all over the country; and if it he
contended, as has been contended, that
the Governmient, in selling land at l~s.
per acre, competes with the private land-
owner and lessens the value of his land,
then I sav that the improvements carried

Iout by tile Government dluring the last
nine or tenl years have increased the value
of all such Lad; and therefore these imi-
provetnents are an amnple compensation for
thle fact that State lands have been sold
at tis low price. We know very well

Ithat a large proportion of these unoc-
ciipied lands is being held simply for the
sake of the unearned increment. Some
tinie ago, during the boom, when fabulous
prices could be realised, the landholders
were quite willing to sell. Nom, that
prices have come dtown, they are not so
eager to part with their property; they
are anxious to hold on till the next boom.
But the whole country cannot be locked
up and heft idle for the convenience of a
few persons; and the State is amiply'
justified in insisting that the improve-
muents mentioned in the Bill shall be
carried out. T notice, too, that the bll.
member to whose remnarks I was referring
is one of those gentlemen who appeared
before the country in the capacity of an
apostle of federation. Now, if it be true
that under the proposed federal system of
Government no direct taxation can take
place for the first ten rears, it is equally
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true that it is the hope of the democratic
section of the federalists that, when the
federal constitution has been established,
a land tax will be imposed all over Aus-
tralia after that period.

MR. OoNNos: The Federal Govern-
mut are not pledged to do it.

MR. VOSPER: They are not pledged
to do it; but that it will be done is the
hope and belief of many of the leading
federalists. They hope to niake a demo-
cratic amendment to that effect. I want
to know. if that is the case, what will be
the position of the member for Wellington
(Hon. H. IV. Venn) when that comes
about? If we are going to have a system
like that under federation, why cannot
we try the experiment here flow-] a
circumscribed area first of all, ad after-
wards throughout Australasia? Surely
a principle that is good for the whole
continent, and which will result from that
federation which the hon. member so
eloquently advocates at Collie, and other
places of similar dimensions and import-
ance, should do good here, and could be
emiployed here with very great advanitage
to the country.

R ON. H. W. VEN1N: You did not hear
what I had to say, otherwise you would
not make these statments to me.. I do
not object to the taxattion.

MR. VOSPER: If I have said any-
thing which does not strictly apply to the
observations of the hon. member, I shall
be most happy to withdraw it; but 1 did
understand that in his speech hie went so
far as to state-and he has not yet denied
it-that the Bill amounted practically to
confiscation of private lands. If that
assertion was made, I am only attempt-
ing to refute it, and amu only saying
that the Govermunent are as~king no0
mnore from the private landholder than
the Uovernmkent are entitled to have.
I do think that somec warmnth is justifi-
able, and even commendable, when we
think of the attitude of some of the large
landowners on this question. Large
estates are in mnay cases cut up into
small holdings, and some of the very legis-
ltoers who oppose Bills of this kind, sup-
port other measures for compelling small
occupiers to carry out improvements en-
tirely incommiensurate with the capital
and labour at the disposal of those occu-
piers.

TnE PREMIER: The land law allows
fifteen years in which to carry out imi-
prove juents.

MR. VOSPER: True; but the Mid-
land Company would have three years
before they need commenice under this
Bill, and that grace is not given to the
small holders to whom I amn referring.

TnEPREMriER: The small holders have
twenty years in which to carry out the
improvements under the Land Act.

MR. VOSPER: That is to conmplete
them, but they have to progress with the
improvements gradually, unless my read-
ig of the land law is entirely erroneous.

The land must not be left idle after the
first eighteen months or two years, and it
has to be fenced within three years; and
-all I maintain is that large landowners
in this House-I amn not referring to the
member for Wellington (Hon. H. W.
Venn) now- support legislation in Par-
liamnent. for compelling small holders of
land to carry out improvements which
those large owners say' they cannot car-v
out on their own account. Is that jiust
or fair? It certainly excuses at feel-
ing to a great extent of indignation
towards those large owners, especially
those who are legislators, and serves to
make even fair-minded members of this
Housp careless about feeling any concern
which they might otherwise feel for the
inteirests of large landowners. I have
gone through the Bill somewhat care-
fully, and have very little fault to find
with it. I notice with peculiar satisf ac-
tion the framing of the second paragraph
of Clause 4, where it is set forth that an
owner who is an absentee shall pay the
fiue, -with fifty' per centum added
thereto"; because that is at very just andi
proper proposition. Landlords, taking
them all-round and not speaking of
individuals, are not of particular benefit
to the prosperity' of at State; and of all
landlords, the most detrimental is the
abIsentee. This colony is in much the
samne condition ats Ireland was described
to be in sonie years ago by one legislator,
when lie said the country was "overrun
with absentees." It is only necessary to go
a few miles out of Perth to find large areas
of land which have been locked up for .50
or 60 years, owned by people who have
never seen the colony, or who do not take
the slightest interest in its welfare or
progress, except in so far as theY can
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squeeze concessions from the Govern-
ment, or rents from people for land
which was originially obtained for a inere
song. I am glad to see lion. members
have alnost generally repudiated Clause
3, because I have not heard any reason ad-
vanced for giving this exemption to the
Midland Railway Company. In regard
to the Hampton'Plains Company, some
arguments might be used in favour of
exemption; but I would not venture to
commit myself to pleading thetir case,
because myv information is not sufficient.
But I do k-now that any attempt to make
them improve their lands on the same
lines as the Midland Railway Company,
would be preposterous. for'thie reason
that their land is of no earthly use for
pastoral or agricultural purposes, and a.
fence would be of neither use nor orna-
ment.

A MEmBsR: It would do for firewood.
MR. VOSPER: Wood is too dear in

that neighbourhood to think of using it
for firewood. The Hampton Plains Com-
pany have practically surrendered their
legal rights, and have put capital into the
venture, and are generally regarded as
having shown more enterprise and
generosity, and a greater sense of the
obligation on them than the Midland
Railway Company have ever dreamt of
showing; and between the two companies
no parallel can be drawn. If a motion
lie submnitted in favour of striking out
the exemption clause, it will be time
to consider it when the terms are seen.
In any case, these companies would,
under the Bill, have until 1902 to decide
what thev are going to do, and if the Bill
causes the Midland Company to sell the
land or to promote settlemient along the
railwvay, good service will be. done, not
only to the country, bnt also. probably.
to the Midland Railwaviy Comipany them -
selves, because I believe it is their shiort-
sighte policy of keeping the land locked
up that is largely' responsible for their
financial failure. If they are coinpeled
against their will, it mayv he, to throw
open the land, the shareholders or de-
benture holders, or whoever they mnay hie.
will have a better chance of getting profit
out of the enterprise than they could ever
hope to obtain by any other mneans. As
to the effect of statements mnade in
London by persons connected with the
coinpau~, 1, likIe the mcrnber for Gerald -

ton (Mr. Robson), scout the whole idea.
I do not think a hankrupt company,
universally discredited, who can almost
be descried as a swindling company
from the beginning, and who have never
attempted to carry ouV61t their obligations
towards the Government, or towards the
people they entrapped in [aodon-I
cannot conceive such a. company having

i any influence whatever on public opinion,
and I would despair of the colony
if such persons could bring about
the effects which have been prognosti-
cated. I have seen not the smnallest
reason in favour of alflowing the Midland
Railway Company to be exempt from the
provisions of the Bill, and the proposal
that they should be exempt is the only
drawback to the measure. Personally, I

*have great pleasure in supporting the
second reading of the Bill, and will do my
best to strike out. this exemption clause,
or some portion of it. when the Bill gets
into committee.

Afti. IIJLING-WORTR (Central Mur-
chison) : I ant pleased to be able to sup-
port this Bill, if not exactly as it is
drafted, at any rate, because of the prin-
ciple which underlies it; because I have
always held that the true, genuine title
to land is production. If a man takes.
up soil in any part of the world, the best
title he can have is to make the most use
lie can of it, and no mian has the right to
hold soil adversely to a man who can use
it. I take it that the object of the Bill
is to cause those who) have purchased the
rights to laud, to establish some kind of
true clam by improving it and making it
miore productive. I have scarcely any-
thing to add to what has already been
said on the main principles of the Bill.
One object I hare in rising is to mnake a
suggestion which I hope the Premnier will,
ait any rate, consider. I notice that the
fine is to he devoted to the improvement
of the land itself, or in other words,
to providing roads and bridges within
the district in which the fine or tax

*is raised. According to Clause 5, that
involves the appointment of certaini
valuators ait considerable cost to the

IState, and also incidentally the cost of
appeals which muay arise out of the valna-

I tions which the StaLte propose to uinder-
Jtake. I wvould commend to the Premier
Ithe principle which is in vogue in New

I Zealand. andi which has already been re-
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ferred to by the member for Wellington
(Hon. H. W. Venn). In New Zealand
the onus of valuation is thrown on the
owner, with the alternative that if the
Governmnent think the figure too low,
they hare the right to purchase the prop-
erty at the valuation, which is that oR
the owner himself.

THE PREmiER: That is veryv unfair.
A man might not want to sell.

MRs. ILLING WORTH: Then hisfigure,
is not the true valuation. The owner
places his valuation on the land, knowing
that it is liable to be purchased by the
Government at that price; and conse-
quently he does not place a valuation
below the price at which he is prepared
to sell. If the Premier will give his at-
tention to the point, he will see I am
right.

THE PnRMIRn: I do not believe in the
plan, because I think it is very unfair.
and I am not going to alter my
opinion.

MRs. ILLINOWOETH: This is not
the first time I have found myself in the
position of advocating something on
which the Premier has made up his mind
beforehand. But still there are a few
people in New Zealand who are not
desirous of being unjust to their own
people. There are ai few legislators in
New Zealand who have gained some credit
for integrity and uprightness of purpose.
There are Parliaments, and have been
Parliaments, and Premiers in New Zea-
land, who have gained throughout the
world some respect and some hionour.

THE PRsmEun Then I expect they did
not vote for that law.

MR. ILLING WORTH: The' very
gentleman who is in charge of the New
Zealand Government, and who is so much
honoured in that colon 'y, is the gentleman
who introduced the veryv clause to which
I am referring. If the Premier says at
once that he will not consider my suggues-
tion. there is perhaps little use in speak-
hag about it; but I want to point out
that this Bill involveN the State in the
cost of the valuation of all the alienated
lands in the colony. Where is the money
to come from for this vast expense?'
How is the country to be recouped for
the cost of this valuation, and of appeal
courts, and all that is involved in the
qu estion of valuation,?

MR. DOHERTY: Put it on the owner.

MR. ILiLINGWORTIE: That is exactly
what T want to do, but the Bill puts the
charge on the State. Even the tax itself
does not come into the coffers of the
State, but under the Bill is to be expended
in the district in which it is raised, and will
thus increase the value of the property
itself. In fact the Bill proposes to in-
crease the value of the property to which
the measure applies, at the cost of the
State, which has to provide valuators and
collectors, and then when the money has
been nraised, it is to be expended in the
district to improve the land on which it
has been raised. I have no objection to
spendihag the money' in the district, but
we ought to endeavour to reduce the
actual cost of the working of this Bill,
aind that can be done by putting the onus
of the vahuation on the owners them-
selves, not, perhaps, on the lines 1 have
suggested, but on some other lines which
may sug'gest themselves as just and
equitable._ I see nothing inequitable in
asking a man to value his own land for
the purposes of taxation, and, in order
that be may not give a wrong valuation.
letting him understand that it is open to
the State to purchase the land at that
valuation. I regard such a plan as an
easy and just safeguard. Under the Bill
if a man does not make improvements he
is fined ; if he does not pay the fine his
land is sold, and all the expenses of pres-
sing the man and realising the land falls
omi the State. All that could be avoided
by some clause throwing the onus of
valuation on the owner himself, and
while I strongly support the principle of
the Bill as legislation in the right direc-
tion, having a tendency to the proper use
and improvement of the land, I shall
strongly oppose any exemption in favour
of the Midland Railway Company.

MIR. OLDHAM moved the adjourmuent
of the debate.

Motion for- adjournment not seconded.
THEMINSTER OF MINES (Hon.

H. B. Lefroy) : I am glad to find the Bill
so generally appreciated by hon. members,
because I can see nothing objectionable
in it, and I feel that it will probably
do a. great deal of good in the country.
That is, it is likely to encourage or compel
people who have niot already done so to
improve their land, and I think by that
means it will really be a measure in the
interests of landowners themselves, he-
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cause until a landowner gets something
out of it, it can be of very little value.
The fine the Bill imposes is very small
indeed, so that it it not likely to fall
hardly on the shoulders even of those who
have not improved their land; and, being
small, I am not sure it will have the effect
we would desire. For instance, if a per-
son owns 2,000 acres of what we may
call second class land under this Bill,
I take it the value of that land could
not be more than 10s. an acre, there-
fore 2,000 acres would be worth £21,000.
The tax that would be imposed uponi
this land, if not improved in com-
pliance with the law, world be a penny
per acre, or £4 3s. 4d. a year on a
value oif 2,000 acres. That is a very
small tax indeed, and I do not think it
would hurt anyone. At the same time,
if this fine has the effect of inducing
people to) improve their lands, we shall
have done good in passing such a, mea-
sure as this. Again, if the owner is
ani absentee, he will have to pay on
2.000 acres of land valued at 10s.
an acre not £4 3s. 4d. but £6 65s..
and T think that is right, because where
land is held by people outside the colony
who are, showving no interest in the
country by improving the land they own,
they should he taxed or fined more than
those who are living here and are helping
to bear their share of the burdens of taxa-
dion. With regar-d to the Midland Railway
Company, I have no desire to enter into
the question at the present moment; but
I see there is a verv strong feeling in the
House in relation to thle non-inclusion of
this company in the Bill. I think, at any
rate, we ought, in looking at this ques-
tion, to deal with it as fairly as possible,
and we must not allow ourselves to be
carried away' by feelings other than those
of equity. Still, I think the comipany
should, if possible. lie called upon to
improve the land whichi they have held for
so many years without doing anyth'ing
with it. I would like members to enitirely
disabuse their minds of the opinion that
the case of the Hampton Plains Com-
pany is analagous to that of the Midland
Railway Cornpany, foi- it is not in the
least analagous to it. Tile Hampton
Plains Company are disposing of their
land under regulations exactly' similar to
those uinder which the Government atre
disposing of their auriferous country, and

I do not think we can ask the company to
do anything better than they are doing at
the present time. I think they deserve
all praise for the manner in which they
have met the people of the colony with
regard to the country they hold. The
land is not agricultural country, and
never c-an be, unless the conditions of the
colony are entirely altered, aud, therefore,
II repeat we should entirely disabuse our
minds of any idea that the Hampton
Plains Company is analagous in any way
to the Midland Railway Company. But
I think, that when we approach the Bill
in committee we shall do so as fairly as
wve can, and I hope that, at any rate, the

*question of the Midland Railway Corn-
*pany will receive the consideration it
deserves at the hands of the House.
I do not think the Bill likely to injure
anyone. but, on the contrary, it will
hare a very good effect in encouraging
people to improve their land. If the
amendment of which the Premier has

igiven notice is carried, it will be an in-
iproverneut on the Bill, because if a person
owns two or three thousand acres, and
pays the amount required in improve-
mnents on any portion of that land, lie is
exempt from any fine. That, in my
Opinion, is equitable; and another thing
is that the fine is not intended to fill the

*coffers of the State in any way, but is to
be applied to the impr-oveiment of the
district in which the land lies. The Bill
is a good one, and I hope it will meet,
with the approval of members. I regret
members do not appear to take the
interest in the Bill which I think it*-
deserves. All the thoughts of members
seem to rum in the direction of gold
iining, which has done, and is doing, so
muIch for this country; but I hope
miemblers will not lose sight of the fact

*that agricultural settlement should be
encouraged in this country equally with
gold in ining- and other mining. I regret
to notice that when any matters in con-
nection with the settlemient of land come
before the House members, as a rule,
walk out, and wait until something which
they consider of more interest is brought
before us. I trust, however, that when
the Bill is in committee memnbers of all
sides will be here to consider it, and, in
case of any division taking place, to give
it the fair play it deserves, and to see
that if. particuilar intersts are attacked
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we have a full House to show that the
matter has been thoroughly discussed
and fairly judged by all members, and
not only by a small section. I trust the
Bill will receive every consideration in
committee, and that it will be adopted.

MR. WOOD (West Perth): I intend
to support the second reading of the
Bill, which I think a very good one.
Some of us in the Rouse have been
preaching taxes upon unimproved values
for the last six years, and recognition
of the principle has arrived at last. I
think that one member addressing his
constituents spoke about bursting up big
estates, and I suppose this will go some-
what towards achieving that desirable
end. The only fear I have about it is
that another big department will be
created; and in relation to the civil
service there will be another big depart-
ment. I hope the Government will take
warning from previous Acts of this sort,
and limit the expenditure and thei-
officers as much as possible. So far as
the Midland Railway Company are con-
cerned, I think that in committee we will
be able to make some special concession
towards those people.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Why?
MR. WOOD: Those lands were taken

up under certain conditions.
MR. Ropsolf: Which have not been

fulfilled.
MR. WOOD: I think the Government

have come into competition with the
company in giving land away, and how
can these people deal with their land
under those circumstances ? I repeat
that we ought to give them some con-
cession, and if we tax their land I suppose
they will raise their rents. I shall be
guided a good deal by the member for
Wellington (Hon. UI. W. Veun), whom
I regard as an expert in laud matters,
especially rural land, and I trust he will
not fail to bring forward the amendment
he has promised us. With these few
words I have much pleasure in supporting
the Bill, which is perfectly right in
principle, and is in accordance with what
a lot of us have been preaching to our
electors during the last six years.

Mn. MONGER (York): I have much
pleasure in approving of the second read-
ing of this Bill, though undoubtedly
there are conditions attached to it with
which I am not altogether in accord.

The principal portions of these can be
dealt with in Committee, but my chief
objection is to Clause 3. We have beard
a lot to-night about the Midland Railway
Company, and, indeed, so much, that it
is not my intention at this moment to
deal with that subject at all. I am not
-going to deal with those other concessions
on which we have haxl such favourable
comments from the Minister of Mines,
the member for Coolgardie (Mr. Mor-
gans), and the member for North-East
Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper). I think that
in their attempts to give favourable criti-
cism of the concessions granted to this
company they cannot have understood
what the concern has landed this colony
into in the shape of a big lot of flotations
of companies, for which Western Aus-
tralia at the present time is indebted in
the London market. First of all, as all
lion, members know, this Hampton Plains
Company purchased from the Govern-
inent of. Western Australia a concession
of 216,000 acres of land, for which they
paid to the Treasury 4£27,000, the money
coming in at a most opportune time,
w'hen the colony was very glad to receive
it. As far as I can recollect, in my
youthful days, that went out as a standing
advertisement of what the Government
had done for Western Australia at that
particular time. I repeat that we were
all very pleased to receive that £27,000
upon the terms on which we did receive
it. What has the result been? This
Y27,000 was received by the Govern-
ment of Western Australia, and subse-.
quently the people who paid that.£27,000
floated their concern into a company
in London with a capital of £2280,000.
And these shares have, since flotation,
been at at half per cent. premium, which
means that the £2280,000 which the
British public paid for this concession
has at one time or another worked up
to three and three-quarter millions of
money. In addition to the shares being
worked for nearly £3,750,000 or more,
the floated-off concerns - called the
Hampton Goldfields, the Hampton Gold-
mines, Ltd., the Hampton Goldiiing
Syndicate, and the Hampton Trust, Ltd.
-have been floated for R680,000.
Granted the company accepted shares in
payment for the interests they were sup-
posed to grant, yet this company floated
off £2680,000 worth ; and to-night I learn
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from. the Minister of Railways that the
people who received these concessions are
granting the same terms as those offered
by the Government. How the Minister
can reconcile himself to that statement I
cannot understand, when I know it is
stated in the mining journals and the
mining statements which we receive every
week or fortnight in this colony that th~e
-Hampton Plains Company, in addition
to the.£680,000 worth of* outside flota-
tions, have floated concerns called Block
32, Block 40, and Block 42, amounting
to £21,170,000.

MR.. MORANSxe: On paper.
Ma. MONGER: On paper, I admit;

bat the poor British public hare had to
pay this. These are things with which we
in Western A ustralia. are debited by the
British mining people as having foisted
them. on the English market. We never
pat them on the English market. It is
concerns like these, which represent an
actual capital employed of £27,000 and
a few years' interest, and which the com-
pany floated. on the British money
market. or the British speculating market
-concerns to the amount of £2,130,000
-that do harm to the colony. This is

all debited to Western Australia., because
this £22,130,000 cannot pay dividends;
and then we are told that our mines, or
those which do not pay dividends, are
swindles. That is the point I have risen
to address the House upon to-night.
I do not think that, amongst the
enormous flotations that have taken place
from the mnany operations of Western
Australia, there has been a. more flagrant
attempt to get at the British public than
the attempt by the Hampton Plains
Land Company, or whatever they ma~y
call themselves. For an expenditure of
£27,000 this company have foisted on the
British public companies representing
£2,130,000. As far as the general
portion of the Bill is concerned, and
speaking as a representative of an agri-
cultural community, I say that nothing
will give the agriculturnl centre, that I
have the honour to represent, greater
pleasure than to see this Bill become law,
so as to make the large absentee land-
owners improve their holdings, and if
the absentees will not settle the lands, at.
all events they must improve the lands
they own. So far as the second reading
of the Bill is concerned, I amn going to

support it, but I intend in committee to
move something very antagonistic to the
Hampton Plains Companuy.

Mn. MORGANS (Coolgardie) : 1 de-
sire to make a few remnarks in reference
to the observations of the member for
York (Mr. Monger). I think lie has
given one of the strongest arguments
why consideration should be extended to
the Hampton Plains Company. He has
gien us a. lot of what he calls "pups."

MR. MONGER: I did not term them
pups " in mny speech.
Mn. MORGANS : I beg the hon.

member's pardon; but just before hie
made his speech, I head him say some-

Ithing about " pups." The hon. member
referred to companies floated off by the
Hampton Plains Company ; and I would
like to say, so far as this company is
concerned, that I have no birief for its
defence at all. I know only of the
existence of the company; 1 know the
circumstances under which it was formed,
and I know personally some of the mem-
bers of the company; but I have never
owned a, share, and I am delighted to say
that, because the shares have never
been worth holding. T have no interest
whatever in tbe company. Still, I know
that the Hampton Plains Company has
handed back to the Government prac-
tically the whole of the mineral rights in

MR.MONER:How can the company

do that?
MR. MORGANS:- We know that last

session this company handed back to the
Government the whole of the lands that
remained at the disposal of the Hampton
Plains Company, or rather the mineral
rights were practically handed. back to
the Government; and we have already
seen the good effect of the step taken by
the company, by the fact that a large
number of prospectors have already
reached various, remote portions of the
land concession and are beginning to
develop the land, and have found gold at
several points. The conditions under
which the Hampton Plains Company
have practically handed back to the
Government the whole of their mineral
rights are exactly the same conditions as
the mining conditions of the Govern-
ment of the colony. I think it is un-
generous for the member for York to al-
luck to the Hampton Plains Company in

[ASSEMBLY,] Second reading.
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the way he has done, seeing that the Comn-
pany have made such a great saiice, and
given back to the country the only asset of
value that they have. It is ungenerous
of the member for York to attack the
Hampton Plains Company in this House.
What more could the company do?
Really the only valuable asset the Com-
pany had in their possession were the
minerals, and, practically, they have given
these back to the G-overnmnent. I con-
tend this company should receive very
favourable consideration at the hands of
this House when the subject is dealt
with, and I hope the member for York
will reconsider the hostile position he
now occupies against the company when
the time comes in committee. With his
usual generosity, the hon. member could
well retire from that position, ithich, as a
businiess man, he cannot -uphold.

MR. MITO RELL (Murchison) : I do
not know anything about the Hamipton
Plains Company, and therefore I shall
say nothing about it; but I do know a
little about the Midland Company, and I
am sorry to learn that the company does
not seem to have many friends in the
House-why I do not know. It is a fact,
as we know, that thle company's land is to
a great extent locked up. I was rather
disappointed with the discussion, and
certain statements made have opened my
eyes somewhat; for hon. members -who
hieard the speech of the member for the
Ash burton (Hon. S. Burt) will remnenmber
that he drew a statement from the Minister
of Nines to the effect that all the rolling,
stock and I believe the land of the com-
pany was mortgaged to the Government.
If that be so, I do not sue hiow the Mid.
land Company can granlt leases of the
land so niortgaged, without the permission
of the Government; therefore I do not
see why this company should be the sub-
ject of so much adverse criticism. We
know that the company does not pay very,
well.

A MsEaDz: It does not pay atanl).
MR. MITCHELL: And it is not doing

what we should like it to do. But let
lion- miembers put themselves in the samle.
position. Other properties are sometimes
mortgaged, and the original owners can-
not then do as they like with them; and
I hope that everyIthing we can do will be
done to 'help the Government to buy that
property, which, when acquired, will be a

very great boon to the whole colony. £
do not know munchi about this Rural
Lands Improvement Bill, but I think it
is avery just measure. It cannot be iight
that anybody should acquire land in the
colony and hang it up or lock it up with-
out making some improvements; for land
so locked up is of no advantage to the
country. As I interjected a few moments
ago, it is of no use to the individual, and
of no use to the colony; therefore I say
that anyone who has acquired land, and
who locks it up, should be compelled to
pay some sort of fine as compensation to
the State. I shall support the second
reading of this Bill, repeating what I said
about the other Bill read to-naight-that
I hope it wvill be knocked into shape when
we get into committee.

THE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest): I think we have at last come
near to the end of the second reading
debate, and I will make a few observa-
tions before the motion is put to the
House. I regret that there should have
been so much adverse comment regarding
the Midland Railway Company. Per-
sonally, I think that those observations
are net justified. The company has had
to contend with manyv difficulties;, and,
so far as the railway is concerned, the
company bLR Carrlied out its contract ver~y
well. Trains run daily between Perth
and Cteraldton, and from Geraldton to
Walkaway, in accordance wvith the con-
tract; and the company's freights are
identical with those charged by the Gov-
ernment railways, and there have been no
complaints whatever with regard to the
management of the rail-way. All that
anyone has to say against the company is
tdhat they have not utilised the lands as
well as they' ought to have done. Never-
theless, it must be rememnbered that they
have sold a good deal of the Company's
land to other people, and that the companiy
are in no way responsible for the mnanage-
meut of lands of which they have got rid;
but there is also an area of 2,400,000
acres mortgaged to the Government,
which the company have a. right to sell.
That mortgage is in respect of the half
million loan which the companiy raised
with the guarantee of the Government.
We can discuss this matter in committee,
therefore I need say no more about it
now; but I think it very unwise, and I
do not see that any good will come of it,
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to abuse people who have to contend
with great difficulties, and who, I am
sure are trying to do their best in the
colony. It is very difficult for them to
ut-ilise their lands profitably. As the
member for Wellington (Hon. H. W.
Venal) has told us, we know that the
mere fact of the possession of laud in
this colony is no guarantee that the
owner can get rid of it. Has anyone in
this House a few thousand acres of land
to sell ? If he has, he will know the diffi-
culty of disposing of it. We know that,
although lands in the towns-in Perth
and Fremuantle-have increased in value,
shall I say tenfold, or perhaps fiftyfold,
yet the values in the country districts
have not increased to the extent of six-
pence. Those who do not know that,
have had no experience or knowledge of
what is going on throughout the colony.
Rural lands have Dot increased in price.
I know an instance of an estate two
miles from York, taken up in the early
days of the colony, fenced in and ring-
barked-a good farm, a homestead, with
a railway running through the property
-for which the proprietor cannot get X1
an acre, although .£1 an acre has actually
been spent in improvements on that
land; therefore I say those who think
that people who have lands to sell, or who
are possessed of land, are millionaires,
know nothing whatever about the
conditions of this colony. I listened
with great attention to the member for
Wellington, for I know that he has had
experience of the best possible kind,
because he has land of his own; and if
you want to know where the shoe pinches
von had better wear the shoe, and then
you will know all about it. People who
have no land, who never had any, and
who never expect to have amy, are very
eager to interfere with and to tax those
who have some ; but that is not the kind
of legislation to which I shall give my
adherence at the present time. I only
hope that the member for Wellington,
whatever he does with regard to this Eil,
will announce his intentions on the Notice
Paper, so that we may see beforehand
what he proposes. I have no desire
whatever to make this Bill in any way a
harsh measure. I think that those who
do nothing with their lands might fairly
pay this small fine which is imposed to
compel them to do what is undoubtedly

their duty; and I shall be very glad to
support any better proposal that can be
suggested for providing a less expensive
method of valuation. But the principle
that the owner is to value his land, and
that the State is to take it at, that price if
they like, is, I think, a monstrous idea.
If a man does uot want to sell his land,
is he to value it at three times or ten
times its real value in order to prevent
the State from acquiring it? I do not
believe in any such principle. The diffi-
culty in which I find myself with regard
to the Hampton Plains Company is that,
apart from all the other considerations
that have been named, the land of that
Company is not worth improving; for
there is no water supply there, there is no
rainfall; and if you fenced in the land
and cultivated it, it would grow nothing.

MR. MONGER: What about the various
blocks which have been disposed ofP

THE PREMIE R: I consider that the
Hampton Plains land is of no use for
agricultural or pastoral purposes without
an immense expenditure in obtaining
water. If there were water it would be
different, but there is no rainfall; and
therefore we must treat in an exceptional
manner lands exceptionally Situated. I
can assure the member for Wellington
(Hon. H. W. Venn), and all other heln.
members, that I do not wish to make
this Bill unduly harsh; but I think we
must make a beginning. We will cer-
tainly attack those landowners who are
absent, and who have done nothing with
their lands. [SEVERAL MEMBERS: Hear
hear.] The absentees will have to do
something; and those who are in the
colony, and those who are doing Some-
thing, we will deal with in this Bill as
gently as is practicable.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

CRIMINAL APPEAL BILL.

Received from the Legislative Council,
and, on the motion Of MR. OLDHAM, read
a first time.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjonrned at 10-65 p.m.

until the next Tuesday.


